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Subject 

Repeal Administrative Code Sections 4119 and 4405 (Wheeling Service) and rescind Resolution 8520 (Fixing 
and Adopting Wheeling Rates); the General Manager has determined that the proposed action is exempt or 
otherwise not subject to CEQA 

Executive Summary 

Staff recommends that the Board repeal Metropolitan’s pre-set rate for wheeling service (wheeling rate), which 
applies only to wheeling to member agencies for up to one year, and rescind the supporting Resolution.  The price 
for wheeling to member agencies for more than one year, and wheeling to third parties, is determined on a case-
by-case basis and is set by contract.  After the recommended action, the price for wheeling to member agencies 
for up to one year would also be established by contract on a case-by-case basis.   

All wheeling requests by member agencies and third parties would continue to be considered for approval in 
accordance with the Wheeling Statute, Water Code Section 1810, et seq.  The recommended action would only 
discontinue a pre-set price for certain wheeling transactions.   

Staff makes this recommendation because one component of the wheeling rate—the Water Stewardship Rate—is 
suspended effective 2021 and 2022, and therefore the current wheeling rate cannot be applied.  As Metropolitan 
intends to replace the Water Stewardship Rate, the wheeling rate cannot be applied in the future.  The wheeling 
rate’s continued inclusion in the Administrative Code is no longer necessary.  There is currently no wheeling 
occurring subject to the wheeling rate, and no such wheeling has occurred for several years.  Two agreements 
exist with San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA) that incorporate the Section 4405 wheeling rate as the 
contractual price term.  However, now that the Water Stewardship Rate will no longer be in place, rendering the 
Section 4405 wheeling rate inoperative, the price term for those two agreements must be renegotiated.     

Details 

Background 

Wheeling refers to the use of a public agency’s facilities to convey water that is not owned by the agency.  
Wheeling in California is governed by the Wheeling Statute which, among other things, provides for an agency to 
charge fair compensation for wheeling when it has statutorily defined capacity in its system.   

In 1997, Metropolitan’s Board adopted a wheeling rate which pre-set the price that Metropolitan member agencies 
pay for short-term wheeling transactions.  Administrative Code Section 4405 sets the rate, and Administrative 
Code Section 4120 (renumbered 4119 in 2000) defines the transactions to which the rate is applicable: wheeling 
to member agencies for up to one year (Attachment 1, Sections 4405 and 4419 from Metropolitan Administrative 
Code).  The Board also adopted Resolution 8520 in support of the wheeling rate.  (Attachment 2, Resolution of 
the Board of Directors of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California Fixing and Adopting Wheeling 
Rates).   

The purpose of the wheeling rate was to facilitate wheeling transactions for member agencies by removing the 
need for the parties to negotiate a price for short-term wheeling.  In contrast, the price for wheeling to member 
agencies for more than one year, and wheeling to third parties for any duration, is determined on a case-by-case 
basis as a matter of contract.     
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The wheeling rate has not been used often.  There is currently no short-term wheeling to a member agency 
occurring.  The last wheeling transaction governed by the rate was over ten years ago.   

Administrative Code Section 4119, which appears in the Definitions section of Water Service Policies, provides: 

Wheeling Service. 

"Wheeling Service” shall mean the use of Metropolitan’s facilities, including its rights to use 
State Water Project facilities, to transport water not owned or controlled by Metropolitan to its 
member public agencies, in transactions entered into by Metropolitan for a period of up to one 
year. 

Administrative Code Section 4405, which appears under Classification and Rates, provides: 

Wheeling Service. 

(a) Subject to the General Manager’s determination of available system capacity, Metropolitan 
will offer wheeling service. “Wheeling service” refers to the use of Metropolitan’s facilities, 
including its right to use State Water Project facilities, to transport water not owned or controlled 
by Metropolitan to its member public agencies, in transactions entered into by Metropolitan for a 
period of up to one year. The determination whether there is unused capacity in Metropolitan’s 
conveyance system for wheeling service, shall be made by the General Manager on a case-by-
case basis in response to particular requests for wheeling. 

(b) The rates for wheeling service shall include the System Access Rate, Water Stewardship Rate 
and, for treated water, the Treatment Surcharge, as set forth in Section 4401. In addition, 
wheeling parties must pay for their own cost for power (if such power can be scheduled by the 
District) or pay the District for the actual cost (not system average) of power service utilized for 
delivery of the wheeled water. Further, wheeling parties shall be assessed an administration fee of 
not less than $5,000 per transaction. 

As set forth in Section 4405, one component of the wheeling rate is the Water Stewardship Rate.  In December 
2019, Metropolitan’s Board voted to suspend collection of the Water Stewardship Rate in 2021 and 2022.  After 
reviewing the results of a demand management cost allocation study and alternatives to the Water Stewardship 
Rate to recover demand management costs, the Board decided to defer its selection of an alternative to the Water 
Stewardship Rate.  Regardless of the alternative that the Board selects to fund demand management in the future, 
the current Water Stewardship Rate will no longer be in effect.  Because the Water Stewardship Rate is a 
component of the wheeling rate, Administrative Code Sections 4119 and 4405 will become inoperable on 
January 1, 2021.   

Although the wheeling rate in Section 4405 has been the subject of past litigation, that section will become 
inoperative by the suspension of the Water Stewardship Rate and removing it from the Administrative Code from 
this point forward will not affect pending litigation.  SDCWA’s ongoing litigation concerning Metropolitan’s 
rates has included a challenge to the Water Stewardship Rate’s inclusion in the wheeling rate.  In 2017, the 
California Court of Appeal ruled that the administrative record for 2011 through 2014 did not support the Water 
Stewardship Rate’s inclusion as a transportation cost in the wheeling rate.  The Court of Appeal did not address 
the wheeling rate in subsequent years based on a different record, which will be litigated in pending cases filed by 
SDCWA regarding the years 2015 through 2020.  

Additionally, since the wheeling service under Sections 4119 and 4405 has not been used recently and is not 
projected to be used in the current budget or Ten-year Financial Forecast, the recommended Board action does not 
affect Metropolitan’s financial projections.  There are two agreements in place with SDCWA that incorporate 
Section 4405 in its price term.  However, those price terms will soon be inoperative, given the termination of the 
Water Stewardship Rate.  One agreement is the SDCWA-Semitropic Agreement pursuant to which SDCWA has 
16,117 acre-feet (AF) stored in the Semitropic storage program located in the San Joaquin Valley.  SDCWA may 
move that water through Metropolitan’s integrated system at any time in the future and agreed to pay a unit price 
equal to the operative wheeling rate at Section 4405 at the time it moves that water.  SDCWA has never moved 
any of that water, and they have not indicated an intent to move any portion of that water in the near term.  The 
other agreement is the SDCWA-Fallbrook Agreement pursuant to which SDCWA may move water for the benefit 
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of Fallbrook Public Utilities District (Fallbrook).  During significant storm events in the Lake Skinner area, part 
of Fallbrook’s surface water supply is captured in the lake.  This agreement allows this supply to be diverted and 
delivered by Metropolitan through Lake Skinner to Fallbrook.  It also sets a unit price as the Section 4405 
wheeling rate at the time of any transaction.  Water has been moved only in six out of the 17 years since the 
agreement was in place for a total of approximately 2,000 AF.   

Recommendation 

Staff recommends that the Board repeal Administrative Code Sections 4119 and 4405 and rescind the supporting 
Resolution 8520.  The wheeling rate will become inoperable on January 1, 2021, because the Water Stewardship 
Rate component will no longer be used.  Staff does not recommend creating a new wheeling rate because the rate 
is not currently in use, and it is rarely used.  The anticipated need for a pre-set price for short-term wheeling to 
member agencies has not materialized.   

The recommended action would only eliminate the current pre-set price for short-term wheeling to member 
agencies.  If approved, going forward, the parties will negotiate a contractual wheeling price on a case-by-case 
basis.  

The potential transactions under both agreements that incorporate Section 4405 as their price term are small, and 
the future timeline is unknown.  Metropolitan proposes to amend the price term in both agreements to a fixed 
dollar amount subject to escalation not tied to Metropolitan’s rate structure.  As a contract price term, future 
actions by the Metropolitan Board relating to rates would have no impact on the price term in the two contracts.  
However, the proposed repeal of the pre-set wheeling rate does not depend upon an agreement with SDCWA to 
amend the agreements.  Those price terms will soon be inoperative and must be amended.  Staff has initiated 
discussions with SDCWA. 

Policy 
Metropolitan Water District Act Section 61: Ordinances, Resolutions and Orders  

Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 4119: Wheeling Service 

Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code 4405: Wheeling Service 

Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code Section 11104: Delegation of Responsibilities 

By Minute Item 51828, dated December 10, 2019, the Board directed staff to: (1) use the 2019/20 fiscal-year-end 
balance of the Water Stewardship Fund to fund all demand management costs in the proposed Biennial Budget; 
and (2) not incorporate the Water Stewardship Rate or any other rate or charge to recover demand management 
costs, with the proposed rate and charges for CYs 2021 and 2022. 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
CEQA determination for Option #1: 

The proposed action is not defined as a project under CEQA because it involves continuing administrative 
activities, such as general policy and procedure making (Section 15378(b)(2) of the State CEQA Guidelines).  In 
addition, the proposed action is not subject to CEQA because it involves other government fiscal activities, which 
do not involve any commitment to any specific project which may result in a potentially significant physical 
impact on the environment.  (Section 15378(b)(4) of the State of CEQA Guidelines). 

CEQA determination for Option #2: 

None required 
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Board Options 
Option #1 

Repeal Administrative Code Sections 4119 and 4405 (Wheeling Service) and rescind Resolution 8520 (Fixing 
and Adopting Wheeling Rates) 
Fiscal Impact:  No fiscal impact because Metropolitan did not budget for any wheeling transactions under 
these sections in the current budget or Ten-Year Financial Forecast.  
Business Analysis:  The pre-set wheeling rate is inoperative effective January 1, 2021, because the Water 
Stewardship Rate component will no longer be used.  Additionally, the anticipated need for a pre-set price for 
short-term wheeling to member agencies has not materialized.  Therefore, the proposed repeal of the 
Administrative Code sections is necessary to avoid confusion as to Metropolitan’s applicable rates.  

Option #2 
Do not repeal Administrative Code Sections 4119 and 4405 (Wheeling Service) or rescind Resolution 8520 
(Fixing and Adopting Wheeling Rates) and provide guidance to staff regarding the inoperative sections. 
Fiscal Impact: No fiscal impact because Metropolitan did not budget for any wheeling transactions under 
these sections in the current budget or Ten-Year Financial Forecast.  
Business Analysis:  The pre-set wheeling rate is inoperative effective January 1, 2021, because the Water 
Stewardship Rate component will no longer be used.  Additionally, the anticipated need for a pre-set price for 
short-term wheeling to member agencies has not materialized.  Therefore, the continuance of the 
Administrative Code sections at issue will cause confusion as to Metropolitan’s applicable rates.  

Staff Recommendation 
Option #1 
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Attachment 1 – Sections 4119 and 4405 from Metropolitan Administrative Code 
Attachment 2 – Resolution 8520 of the Board of Directors of the Metropolitan Water District 

Fixing and Adopting Wheeling Rates 
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THE 
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT 

ADMINISTRATIVE CODE 

Disclaimer 

THIS ADMINISTRATIVE CODE REFLECTS 
THE ACTIONS OF METROPOLITAN’S 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS THROUGH ITS 
MEETING ON APRIL 14, 2020, AND MAY 
NOT REFLECT THE MOST CURRENT 
ACTIONS OF METROPOLITAN’S BOARD.  
IN CASE OF ANY DISCREPANCY BETWEEN 
THIS ONLINE VERSION AND 
METROPOLITAN’S, OFFICIAL RECORDS, 
THE OFFICIAL RECORDS WILL PREVAIL. 
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The Metropolitan Water District Administrative Code was adopted by M.I. 31609 
on January 11, 1977. Unless otherwise noted in the legislative history cited in the body of 
the Code, a section was adopted as part of the Code at that time and is based on the 
resolution, minute order or other matter cited in the Code. Where M.I. 31609 is cited in 
the Code, the section or group of sections in question was added at the time the Code was 
adopted. Where no citation proceeding the time of adoption of the Code is shown, the 
section was added after the original adoption of the Code. 

[Note: The derivation of each section or group of sections from prior 
ordinances, resolutions, actions recorded in minute orders and other matters is 
shown in brackets at the end of such section or group of sections. The following 
abbreviations are used: Ord. - Ordinance, Res. - Resolution and M.I. - Minute 
Item.] 

Containing changes as of April 14, 2020, Board of Directors Meeting 
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§ 4114. Replenishment Service.

“Replenishment Service” shall mean delivery of water for long-term storage in either 
groundwater basins or surface reservoirs by direct or in-lieu means.  Direct means shall be either 
through groundwater spreading or through injection.  The Replenishment Service Program was 
discontinued after December 31, 2012. 

M.I. 37006 - February 9, 1988; amended by M.I. 37764 - July 11, 1989; amended by M.I. 41468 - June 13, 
1995; amended by M.I. 42109 - October 8, 1996; paragraph and title amended by M. I. 45249 - March 11, 2003; 
amended by M.I. 50323 - December 8, 2015. 

[§ 4115 repealed by M. I. 44812 - March 12, 2002] 

[§ 4116 repealed by M. I. 44812 - March 12, 2002] 

§ 4117. Cooperative Storage Program.

"Cooperative Storage Program" shall mean the program that provides a means for 
coordinating the District's carryover storage needs with storage capacity available to member 
public agencies, on the basis that the stored water will eventually be released to respective 
participating member public agencies pursuant to the regulations provided by Section 4517. 

M.I. 40976 - August 19, 1994; Original Section 4117 repealed and Section 4118 renumbered 4117 by M.I. 
44005 - May 17, 2000. 

§ 4118. Cooperative Storage Program Sale.

"Cooperative Storage Program Sale" shall describe the transaction that occurs at the time 
a water delivery is made by the District under the Cooperative Storage Program.  Any such 
delivery is deemed a sale to the receiving member public agency when delivered to it for storage, 
with payment to the District deferred as provided in subsection 4517(i).  For administrative 
record keeping purposes, such a transaction will be recorded as an advance delivery until 
invoiced as a sale by the District at the time of release. 

M.I. 40976 - August 19, 1994; amended by M.I. 41404 - May 9, 1995; Original Section 4119 renumbered 4118 
by M.I. 44005 - May 17, 2000; amended by M. I. 44812 - March 12, 2002. 

§ 4119. Wheeling Service.

"Wheeling Service” shall mean the use of Metropolitan’s facilities, including its rights to 
use State Water Project facilities, to transport water not owned or controlled by Metropolitan to 
its member public agencies, in transactions entered into by Metropolitan for a period of up to one 
year. 

M.I.  42335- March 11, 1997; Original Section 4120 renumbered 4119 by M. I. 44005 - May 17, 2000. 
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M.I.  41468 - June 13, 1995; old Section deleted and renamed, new paragraphs (a)-(g) added by M. I. 44812 - March 
12, 2002; paragraph (d) amended by M.I. 48800 – September 13, 2011; amended paragraphs (b), (d), and (e), deleted 
prior paragraphs (e) and (f), and renumbered prior paragraph (g) as paragraph (e) by M.I. 49952 - November 18, 
2014. 

§ 4405. Wheeling Service.

 (a)  Subject to the General Manager’s determination of available system capacity, Metropolitan 
will offer wheeling service.  “Wheeling service” refers to the use of Metropolitan’s facilities, 
including its right to use State Water Project facilities, to transport water not owned or controlled by 
Metropolitan to its member public agencies, in transactions entered into by Metropolitan for a period 
of up to one year.  The determination whether there is unused capacity in Metropolitan’s conveyance 
system for wheeling service, shall be made by the General Manager on a case-by-case basis in 
response to particular requests for wheeling. 

 (b)  The rates for wheeling service shall include the System Access Rate, Water Stewardship 
Rate and, for treated water, the Treatment Surcharge, as set forth in Section 4401.  In addition, 
wheeling parties must pay for their own cost for power (if such power can be scheduled by the 
District) or pay the District for the actual cost (not system average) of power service utilized for 
delivery of the wheeled water.  Further, wheeling parties shall be assessed an administration fee of 
not less than $5,000 per transaction.  The Water Stewardship Rate is inapplicable for calendar years 
2021 and 2022 and therefore, this section is also inapplicable during that time period.  Any wheeling 
service to any member agency pursuant to this section during calendar years 2021 and 22 will be 
provided at a price for the transaction to be agreed upon by Metropolitan and the member agency (as 
is already the case for wheeling of over one year to member agencies and wheeling of any duration 
to third parties). 

M.I.  42335  - March 11, 1997; paragraph (a) amended, paragraphs (b) and (c) deleted, and new paragraph (b) added 
by M. I. 44812 - March 12, 2002; paragraph (a) amended by M.I. 51417 – December 11, 2018; amended paragraph 
(b) to reflect approved water rates effective January 1, 2020 by M.I. 51163 ‒ April 10, 2018, and approved water rates 
effective January 1, 2021 and January 1, 2022 by M.I. 51962 – April 14, 2020. 
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THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT 
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

RESOLUTION 8520 

RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

OF THE METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FIXING AND 

ADOPTING WHEELING RATES 

42238 

WHEREAS, The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
(Metropolitan) owns and operates a water conveyance system including the Colorado 
River Aqueduct, pumping plants, reservoirs, water treatment facilities, pipelines and 
control structures and associated facilities for the transport, storage and delivery of water 
to its member public agencies; 

WHEREAS, Metropolitan has a contract with the State of California 
which requires Metropolitan, on a take or pay basis, to pay a proportionate share of the 
costs- of constructing and operating the State Water Project (SWP), which consists of 
Oroville Dam and Reservoir, the Harvey 0. Banlcs Pumping Plant, the California 
Aqueduct and its pumping plants, reservoirs and associated facilities for conserving, 
storing and transporting water to Metropolitan's service area; 

WHEREAS, under its contract with the State of California, Metropolitan 
has an entitlement to water and associated transportation thereof by the SWP and the right 
to use SWP transport facilities for its own purposes, subject to certain conditions. 
Metropolitan's conveyance system, and its rights to the use of the SWP conveyance 
system are hereafter referred to as the "conveyance system"; 

WHEREAS, Metropolitan has in the past wheeled water on an emergency, 
ad hoc basis pursuant to negotiated agreements, and continues to receive inquiries 
regarding the use of its facilities, or its rights to use SWP facilities, to transport water not 
owned or controlled by Metropolitan ("wheeling"); 

WHEREAS, Water Code Sections 1810-1814 provide, in part, that no 
public agency may deny a bona fide transferor of water the use of a water conveyance 
facility owned by the public agency to the extent it has unused capacity, subject to certain 
conditions, including that the statute applies to only 70 percent of the unused capacity; 
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WHEREAS, under authority of Sections 1810 and 1812 of the Water 
Code, the Board of-Directors ("Board") of Metropolitan has the authority to fix the rate er 
rates for the use of its system for wheeling_ as will result in recovery of "fair 
compensation;" 

WHEREAS.- "fair compensation" is defined in Section 181 l(c) of the 
Water Code as the reasonable charges incurred for use of Metropolitan's conveyance 
system, including capital, operation, maintenance and replacement costs, increased costs 
from any necessitated purchase of supplemental power, and including reasonable credit 
for any benefits for the use of its conveyance system; 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 1810 and 1812 of the Water Code, the 
use of Metropolitan's water conveyance system is to be made without injuring any legal 
user of water from that-system, including financial injury; 

WHEREAS, under authority of Sections 133 and 134 of the Metropolitan 
Water District Act, the Board has the authority to fix the rate or rates for water as will 
result in revenue which, together with other revenues, will pay Metropolitan's operating 
expenses and provide for payment of other costs, including payment of the interest and 
principal of Metropolitan's bonded debt; 

WHEREAS, under Section 134 of the Metropolitan Water District Act, the 
Board is required to set rates that are uniform for like classes of service throughout its 
service area; 

WHEREAS, the Board has fixed rates for the sale of water for firm, 
noninterruptible service and lower rates for types of non-firm water service which is 
subject to interruption; 

WHEREAS, a Rate Refinement Team, made up of General Managers and 
other staff representing Metropolitan's member agencies, has been attempting to develop 
recommendations for Metropolitan's Board's consideration regarding a wheeling policy, 
including a set of ten Wheeling Principles to guide that policy, which Wheeling 
Principles were adopted by Metropolitan's Board at its November 19, 1996 meeting; 

WHEREAS, by Resolution 8515, adopted at its meeting held 
November 19, 1996, Metropolitan's Board resolved and determined that the public 
interest and necessity require Metropolitan to adopt a charge for the use of its conveyance 
system for wheeling that will recover fair compensation for such use of its conveyance 
system; that such charge should include the properly allocable transmission costs and 
unavoidable supply, storage and other costs necessary to avoid financial injury to its 
member agencies from such use; and that the wheeling rate should be a uniform rate per 
acre-foot of water wheeled, regardless of the source of the water, the facilities used in the 
transaction or the distance the water is moved; 

-2-
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WHEREAS, notice was given by Resolution 8515 to the public and to 
each member agenc_y of Metropolitan of the intention of Metropolitan's Board to consider 
and take action atits regular meeting to be held January 14, 1997, on the General 
Manager's recommendation to adopt a wheeling rate for member agencies during non
shortage periods equal to $262 per acre-foot for firm wheeling service and a rate equal to 
$141 per acre-foot for non-firm wheeling service effective January 15, 1997; 

WHEREAS, the wheeling rates, the method of their calculation, and the 
specific data used in their determination are as specified in "The Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California Technical Report--Proposed Wheeling Charge" dated 
October 1996, a copy of which is attached as Attachment 1; 

WHEREAS, notice of the proposed wheeling rates and of a public hearing 
on the date and at the time and location specified in Resolution 8515 was published prior 
to the hearing in various newspapers of general circulation within Metropolitan; and 

WHEREAS, the Board's Water Planning and Resources Committee 
conducted a public hearing at its regular meeting on December 9, 1996, at which 
interested parties were given the opportunity to present their views regarding the 
proposed wheeling rates. 

NOW THEREFORE, the Board of Directors of the Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California does hereby resolve, find, determine and order as follows: 

Section 1. That the Board of Directors of Metropolitan hereby fixes and 
adopts wheeling charges effective January 15, 1997. 

Section 2. That, subject to the General Manager's determination of 
available capacity, Metropolitan will offer "firm" wheeling service, with reliability on the 
same basis as noninterruptible water service, and "non-firm", interruptible wheeling 
service, which will be on an "as available" basis. 

Section 3. That in order to recover fair compensation for the use of its 
conveyance system for wheeling, it is necessary for Metropolitan to adopt wheeling rates 
according to the methodology set forth in Attachment 1. 

Section 4. That it is appropriate to set the wheeling rate on a "postage 
stamp" basis; that is, a uniform rate per acre-foot of water wheeled regardless of the 
source of the water, the facilities used in the transaction or the distance the water is 
moved. A uniform rate is appropriate because of the integrated nature ofMetropolitan's 
conveyance system; because Metropolitan's historic and current rate setting policy has 
been, and is, based on the postage stamp concept; because postage stamp rate setting is 
the standard among California water supply entities; because of the administrative 
impracticability of establishing point-to-point rates; because Section 134 of the 
Metropolitan Water District Act requires that rates shall be uniform for like classes of 

-3-
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service throughout Metropolitan; and because Water Code Section 181l(c) defines "fair 
compens�tion" to include reasonable charges for the use of the entire conveyance 
"system." 

Section 5. That the allocation of costs as shown in Attachment 1 to 
Metropolitan' s transmission function accurately reflects the capital, operation, 
maintenance and replacement costs incurred by Metropolitan to convey water to its 
member agencies, through Metropolitan's conveyance system, including Metropolitan's 
rights in the State Water Project system, and that including those costs in Metropolitan's 
wheeling rate is necessary to insure recovery of fair compensation for· the use of that 
conveyance system. 

Section 6. That to the extent a wheeling transaction enables Metropolitan 
to avoid costs, such avoidable costs should not be included in the wheeling rate. 

Section 7. That the allocation of costs in Attachment 1 as unavoidable 
costs attributable to Metropolitan's supply, power, storage, divisional budget and 
customer related functions accurately reflect unavoidable costs which must be paid by 
Metropolitan, and that including those unavoidable costs in the wheeling rate is necessary 
in order to protect Metropolitan's member agencies from financial injury by avoiding the 
shifting of those costs from a wheeling party to M�tropolitan's other member agencies. 

Section 8. That the non-firm wheeling rate established for the movement 
of non-Metropolitan water in order to meet long term storage requirements that benefit 
the Metropolitan service area will be calculated according to the methodology described 
in Attachment 1, which appropriately reflects the cost of providing this interruptible class 
of service. 

Section 9. That wheeling rates for member agencies during non-shortage 
periods shall be a rate equal to $262 per acre-foot for firm wheeling service and a rate 
equal to $141 per acre-foot for non-finn wheeling service effective January 15, 1997. 

Section 10. The wheeling rates shall be reduced to reflect the regional 
water supply benefits provided to Metropolitan's service area, if any, on a case- by-case 
basis in response to a particular wheeling transaction. The regional benefits, if any, shall 
be calculated by Metropolitan in the same manner as such benefits are calculated for use 
in the Local Projects and Groundwater Recovery Program. 

Sectio� 11. That such wheeling rates for the period after June 30, 1997 
shall be set annually as part ofMetropolitan's rate-setting practice under Sections 4300 
through 4304 of Metropolitan's Administrative Code. 

-4-
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Section 12. That the rates for wheeling by member agencies during 
shortage periods, or for non-member agencies, shall be established by the Board on a 
case-by-case basis in response to specific requests for wheeling, consistent with 
applicable law, this Resolution and the Wheeling Principles adopted by the Board at its 
November 1-9, 1996 meeting. 

Se_ction 13. That the Board finds that such charges are reasonable and 
consistent with all applicable requirements of law, including any requirement to facilitate 
the voluntary sale, lease or exchange of water, while ensuring that the use of 
Metropolitan's conveyance system is fairly compensated and does not injure any other 
legal user ofMetropolitan's water and conveyance system. 

Section 14. That the General Manager is hereby directed to develop, and 
recommend to the Board for adoption, procedures implementing a wheeling policy 
consistent with applicable law, this Resolution and the Wheeling Principles adopted by 
the Board on November 19, 1996. The General Manager shall consult with the Rate 
Refinement Team in the development of such procedures. 

Section 15. That the determination whether there is unused capacity in 
Metropolitan's conveyance system, and in particular facilities of the conveyance system, 
shall be made by the General Manager on a case-by-case basis in response to particular 
requests for wheeling. 

Section 16. That whether a particular wheeling request will unreasonably 
affect fish, wildlife or other instream beneficial uses, or the overall economy or the 
environment of the county from which water is being transferred shall be reviewed by the 
General Manager on a case-by case basis in response to a particular request for wheeling. 

Section 17. That the General Manager and the General Counsel are 
hereby authorized to do all things necessary and desirable to accomplish the purposes of 
this Resolution, including, without limitation, the commencement or defense of litigation. 

Section 18. That this Board finds that the proposed wheeling rates 
provided in this Resolution are exempt from the provisions of the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) since they are rates and charges which are for the 
purposes of meeting operating expenses; purchasing or leasing supplies, equipment or 
materials; meeting fmancial reserve needs and requirements; and obtaining funds for 
capital projects necessary to maintain service within existing service areas; and, 
additionally, since they constitute the creation of government funding mechanisms which 
do not involve commitment to any specific project which may result in a potentially 
significant physical impact on the environment or which will be used to fund projects 
which have CEQA documentation or will have CEQA documentation in place prior to 
construction of any facility or facilities. 

-5-
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Section 19. That if any provision of this Resolution or the application to 
any member agene-y: or person whatsoever is held invalid, that invalidity shall not affect 
other provisions or applications of this Resolution which can be given effect without the 
invalid portion of application, and to that end the provisions of this Resolution are 
severable. 

Section 20. That the Executive Secretary is hereby directed to transmit a 
certified copy of this Resolution to the presiding officer of the governing body of each 
member public agency. 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a full, true and correct copy of 
a Resolution adopted by the Board of Directors of The Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California, at its meeting held on January 14, 1997. 

-6-

��
/-rv Executive Secretary 

The Metropolitan Water District 
of Southern California 
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The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 

Technical Report 

Proposed Wheeling Charge 

Odober 1996 

Report Purpose 

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan) has 
entered into long-tenn contracts, constructed or is constructing major capital facilities, 
issued bonds to finance construction or purchase of those facilities, and has 
implemented water management programs to develop, store, transmit and treat water 
throughout its service area. The purpose of this report is to describe Metropolitan's 
proposed charge for wheeling, which is the provision of transportation-only service for 
water owned by others rather than the traditional •bundled• delivery and sale of water 
owned by Metropolitan. 

Specifically, this report addresses four topics that are central to 
developing a wheeling policy and associated charges. These four topics are the legal 
requirements for wheeling as set forth in the California Water Code, the appropriate 
pricing structure for a wheeling rate, Metropolitan's governance structure and how that 
process leads to programmatic and financial commitments, and the development of 
Metropolitan's proposed wheeling rate. 

Metropolitan1 is governed by a board of 51 directors. The board, in its role 
of overseeing regional water management, has made long-tenn programmatic and 
financial commitments on behalf of the region, in the belief that these commitments are 
in the best interests of the region. These financial commitments must be repaid. As 
member agencies using water from Metropolitan must pay for these fixed commitments, 
primarily through water rates2

, members using the system to wheel non-Metropolitan 
water through the system must pay an equivalent amount to recover their share of 
these fixed commitments through charges for wheeling. The pricing structure of the 
wheeling charges must be consistent with the pricing structure for water to ensure 
fairness and equity in how users pay for the regional system. 

1 
Metropolitan was fanned in 1928, under an enabling Ad. of the California Legislature. 

2 To the extent that member agencies bear more of Metropolitan's costs through fixed revenue sources,
rates for purchase of water and for wheeling would be required to cover a smaller portion of these 
commitments. 
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Legal Requirements 

The legal requirements most directly related to wheeling are found in 
California Water Code Sections 1810 through 1814. The statute prohibits the owner of 
a water conveyance facility from denying a water transferor (wheeler) the use of 
unused capacity in the facility for the period of time the capacity is available. It should 
be noted that the facility owner is not required to affirmatively take steps to make 
capacity available, but simply is prohibited from denying use of unused capacity if it is 
available. •unused capacity' is defined as space available, within the operational limits 
of the conveyance system, which the agency is not using during the proposed wheeling 
period, and which is sufficient to convey the proposed wheeled water. 

The requirement to allow such use is subject to certain conditions. These 
are that: 

• "fair compensation" must be paid for the use of the system;

• the use of the conveyance facilities must not injure other users of
Metropolitan'-s water and facilities;

• commingling the water must not diminish beneficial uses or quality of
water,

• the requirement applies to only 70 percent of available capacity; and,

• use of the facilities is to be made without unreasonably affecting the
economy or the environment of the county from which the water is being
transferred.

In addition, current customers are entitled to a priority right to use the 
facility over a transferor. •Fair compensation· is defined as •reasonable charges 
incurred by the owner of the conveyance system, including capital, operation, 
maintenance, and replacement costs• and inaeased power costs, less any offsetting 
benefits from such use of the conveyance system. 

The agency owning the conveyance facilities has the discretion, 
consistent with the purposes of the statute, to determine the amount of unused capacity 
available, to determine fair compensation for the use of that capacity and to impose 
appropriate terms and conditions, more specifically operation and maintenance 
requirements, scheduling, quality, terms of use and priority. The agency 
determinations must be reasonable and consistent with the purposes and policies of 

-2-
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the statute. Agency detenninations are-to be sustained if supported by substantial 
evidence. 

The statute declares that in order to provide financial relief or 
supplemental income to agricultural areas during periods of economic hardship, it is the 
policy of the state to facilitate the voluntary sale, lease or exchange of water or water 
rights. The Legislature -declared further that such sales, leases, or exchanges of water 
are to be made "without injuring any legal user of water.• In particular, the statute also 
contains the substantive requirement that the ·use of the water conveyance facility is to 
be made without injuring any legal user of water.· 

The legislative history accompanying the bill strongly indicates that.it is 
intended to pennit public agencies to protect their existing customers by pennitting 
recovery of all costs associated with making a conveyance system available. This is 
consistent with the statutory language providing that water transfers must not result in 
injury, including economic harm. As long as agencies have •substantial evidence• to 
support their determinations and have acted in a ·reasonable manner,· the agencies 
are given considerable discretion in determining the •reasonable charges• which 
should be included in ■-fair compensation• for use of the •conveyance system.· 

Pricing Structure 

When initially formed, Metropolitan's sole source of revenues was 
property taxes. Over time, Metropolitan moved away from a revenue structure primarily 
supported by taxes to a revenue structure primarily dependent on variable water sales. 
The pricing of water by Metropolitan has historically been prepared on a •postage
stamp• basis, or one in which every user of a class of water pays the same price for 
that water throughout the service area, regardless of source or facilities used or 
distance traveled. In fact, the Metropolitan Water District Act specifies in Section 134 
that rates shall be uniform for like classes of service throughout the district. 

Pricing based on a postage-stamp basis has traditionally been used in 
the water industry. The postage stamp basis recognizes that capital projects to 
develop supply, transmission, storage or treatment capacity benefit all users and all 
users shout� pay equally for the benefits received for their class of service. This notion 
is so ingrained in water pricing that most authoritative texts on water pricing, including 
the American Water Works Association's Manual of Water Supply Practices, Water 
Rates and James Bonbright's •Principles of Public Utility Rates•, either do not address 
uniformity of rates as an issue or recognize that customer beliefs of fairness dictate 
uniform rates. 

-3-
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The legal requirements for wheeling, discussed above, indicate thar 
while determinations of available capacity are dependent on the conveyance facility
that will be used (Section 1810), "fair compensation• is defined to include reasonable 
charges incurr_ed by the owner of the conveyance system, including capital, operation, 
maintenance, replacement costs, and additional costs for power (Section 1811 (c)). The 
distinction between facility and system is an important one, as it recognizes that the 
charges do not have to be based on the facilities used, but can include the whole 
system, if the whole system supports the wheeling transaction. 

Another reason for using a postage stamp rate is that Metropolitan's 
delivery system is integrated. Therefore, charges for water service by Metropolitan 
should reflect the cost of the whole system, and members using the system to wheel 
should pay for the cost of the whole system. 

Metropolitan's major facilities and programs consist of the State Water 
Project (SWP), the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA), pumping plants, reservoirs, water 
treatment facilities, a system of pipelines and control structures, associated facilities for 
the transportation, storage and delivery of water, as well as water conservation projects 
and financial assistance for water recycling and groundwater recovery facilities. 
Metropolitan is currently constructing the Eastside Reservoir Project (ERP), a surface 
water reservoir that will signtficantly improve its ability to store water. Spectfically, ERP 
will improve operational reliability in the event of damage to the CRA or the California 
Aqueduct, due to an earthquake or outages due to scheduled maintenance, and meet 
member agency objectives for blending. Pending is the Inland Feeder project, which 
will further integrate the two aqueducts and the ERP. 

The integration of Metropolitan's system can be shown through its ability 
to flexibly operate the system and manage water quality issues. Several examples are 
provided to illustrate the integrated nature of Metropolitan's system. 

One demonstration of system integration and operations is that due to 
member agency demands that change daily, and given the limited regulating storage in 
the basin, the large-diameter pipeline system acts as a storage reservoir too, regulating 
supplies and deliveries and balancing the system. As demands change, water moves 
back and fqrth through·the pipeline system. As a result, for those member agencies in 
areas receiving blended water, making a precise determination of how much of that 
water originated from the CRA versus the SWP becomes very difficult, if not 
impossible. 

The integration of Metropolitan's system is also demonstrated through th� 
operational flexibility of the system during outages and emergencies. Metropolitan has 
three major importation sources: the West Branch of the SWP, the East Branch of the 
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SvVP, and the CRA terminating at-Lake Mathews. An outage on any one of these 
delivery facilities can be offset by increasing the portion of the service area served by 
the other two. 

For exampre, in the case of an outage on the West Branch of the SWP, 
limited deliveries of CRA and SWP through the East Branch could be pushed west to 
Calleguas Municipal Water District, in Ventura County, and Las Virgenes Municipal 
Water District, in west Los Angeles County. In the event of an outage on the East 
Branch of the SWP, West Branch water from the Jensen treatment plant, located at the 
northwestern-most part of the service area, could be delivered eastward as far as 
Glendale and Burbank and southward into Orange County, while the CRA supplies the 
rest of the service area. In the event of a CRA outage, the SWP could deliver to most 
of the service area, with the exceptions of most of the raw water customers on the 
Upper Feeder (east of the Etiwanda Pipeline} and the Lower Feeder (east of the 
Diemer plant). The ERP will allow Metropolitan to withstand such outages for a longer 
period of time (up to six months, with 25 percent curtailment of deliveries) and with 
more flexibility. With ERP, Metropolitan could serve most of the service area with only 
one of the import sources available. 

The integration of the system is also demonstrated through management 
of water quality issues. An example is that at times water delivered by Metropolitan is 
affected by ·taste and odor" events caused by algae blooms in reservoirs, which cannot 
be entirely resolved through treatment processes. tf the problem originates at Lake 
Mathews, for example, the operational response will be to minimize the affected service 
area by an increase in the use of SWP reservoirs and deliveries of SWP water from the 
East and/or West Branches. 

The final scenario demonstrating the integration of Metropolitan's system 
and water quality is blending. Water from the SWP and the CRA differ in their 
constituent chemical properties. Water from the CRA is high in total dissolved solids; 
water from the SWP is high in organic constituents, which result in undesirable by
products when treated with disinfectants. To manage this issue, the Board adopted a 
policy in 1995 to maintain a blend of at least 25 percent SWP water in the Weymouth, 
Diemer and Skinner service areas during the months of April through September. The 
ability to ta�e water from two different sources, blend and deliver them requires an 
integrated system: without the integration, blending could not occur. 

Governance 

Metropolitan was formed to combine the financial resources of growing 
cities in order to bring supplemental water to Southern California. These cities joined 
together as a regional entity because the cost of bringing supplemental water into 
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Southern California was too great for-any one of them to bear. Over the years, otRer 
agencies joined Metropolitan, recognizing the power of a regionaf agency to improve 
water supply reliability for all of its members. Metropolitan has evolved to a regional 
water management agency of 27 member agencies and a service area population of 
nearly 16 million. 

Metropotitan is governed by a 51-member board of directors. Each 
member agency is entitled to at least one diredor. A simple majority of the board votes 
is all that is required to carry most board motions. 

Metropolitan was formed with the understanding that a majority of votes 
would determine decision making and that a decision so reached would apply to all 
member agencies. Further, commitments entered into by the required number of votes, 
in accordance with the board's power to do so, commits all of the member agencies, 
regardless of whether it can be determined that all member agencies benefit equally 
from the specific program or projed. A projed or program diredly improving a portion 
of the region's water supply, transmission, storage or treatment capabilities provides 
benefits to tharegion as a whole because of Metropolitan's integrated supply, storage 
and transmission system, which was described above. 

For example, a conveyance facility may improve conveyance capacity in 
one portion of the service area, and yet benefit other portions of the service area by 
further integrating Metropolitan's system, increasing the water available to those 
agencies with groundwater and surface reservoir resources, increasing deliveries to 
Metropolitan's reservoirs, and improving the ability of Metropolitan to maintain 
deliveries in one portion of its service area in the event of an emergency or outage in 
another portion of its service area. 

Development of a Wheeling Charge 

Through its governance structure, Metropolitan's member agencies have 
undertaken substantial financial commitments on behalf of the entire service area. 
Metropolitan's board has committed Metropolitan's member agencies to the SWP and 
many capital projects through the use of bonds and cash financing. These fixed 
commitments and the majority of Metropolitan's annual operating and maintenance 
expenses are unavoidable, and comprise about 85 percent of Metropolitan's annual 
budget Yet about 75 percent of revenues are colleded through the sale of water, and 
therefore vary with the amount of water sold in any year. Under the •Level Playing 
Field-, "Cost Recovery- and •Financial lmpacf principles in Exhibit A, if a member 
agency purchasing water from Metropolitan pays for the fixed, unavoidable costs of the 
system, including transmission and storage and supply, in a •bundled• full service rate, 
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then member agencies using that same system for wheeling must contribute to-
Metropolitan' s fixed costs on an equivalent basis. These principles are consistent with 
the principles included in the San Pedro Integrated Resources Plan Assembly 
Statement, July 1994, that wheeling should not result in adverse impads to the rates 
and charges of any other member agency. 

Moreover, the relevant wheeling statute provides that the wheeling charge 
should be based on the cost of the entire system and should not •harm• any legal user 
of water; •ham,• includesJinancial harm. Finally, a postage-stamp based rate is a 
reasonable and appropriate way to charge for water services. Given this foundation, 
the rest of this paper will discuss how to develop a rate for wheeling. 

The steps to calculate water and wheeling rates are: 

• determine the revenues necessary to be recovered through the sale of
water and wheeling .service;
• disaggregate costs into the major functions, or services, provided;
• determine whether the costs are unavoidable or avoidable; and,
• calculate rates to include costs properly allocated to transmission and
to unavoidable storage and supply costs.

The rates developed in this paper will apply to member agencies using 
Metropolitan's system to wheel non-Metropolitan water. The rates are for short-term 
firm and non-fim, (interruptible) wheeling only. Wheeling for non-members will be 
handled on a case-by-case basis. 

Revenue Requirement 

Metropolitan's revenue requirement from water rates is based on total 
expenqitures less revenue offsets. For the fiscal year 1996-97, the budgeted revenue 
requirement is $618.1 million, as shown in Table 1. 

-7-
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Table 1 
FY 1996-97 Revenue Requirement 

Expenditures 
State Water Projed 
Colorado River Aqueduct 
Water Management Programs 
Transfer Fund Deposits 
Revenue Bond Debt Service 
G.O. Bond Debt Service 
Commercial Paper 
PayGo 
Metropolitan O&M and Operating Equipment 
Adjustments in Reserves 

Total Expenditures 

Other Revenues 
Property Tax Revenue 
Readiness to Serve Charge 
Connection Maintenance Charge 
Unrestricted Interest Income 
Power Recoveries 
Total Other Revenues 

Transfers To/(From) Rate Stabilization Fund 

Revenue Requirement 

42238 
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$243,812 
47,924 
30,003 
34,000 

106,330 
56,332 
9,974 

90,000 
·205,754

4,379 

$828,508 

$82,620 
64,050 
2,970 

47,280 
12,785 

$209,705 

$(696) 

$618,107 

Schedule A is a summary table showing how the revenue requirement 
shown above was disaggregated into the major functions of Transmission, Storage, 
Supply, Power, and Treatment. Schedule B is a summary of this same revenue 
requirement separated into cost categories indicating whether the components are 
avoidable or unavoidable. Avoidable costs are those costs which vary with the volume 
of water sold, and can therefore be reduced if Metropolitan sells less water. 
Unavoidable costs are those costs which do not vary with the volume of water sold, and 
therefore cannot be reduced if Metropolitan sells less water. 

· Schedule C is a detailed worksheet supporting the information presented
in Schedules A and 8. The following is a description of how costs in Schedule C were 
disaggregated into the major functions of Transmission, Storage, Supply, Power, and 
Treatment. 

-8-
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The following definitions of costs provide the basis for disaggregating 
Metropolitan's budgeted -expenditures and offsetting revenues into the five major 
functional categories. These definitions were taken largely from the •Rate Refinement 
Progress Report' dated October 15, 1996, and the • Attachments to Rate Refinement 
Progress Report' dated October 17, 1996; both reports were presented to the Board at 
its October 18, 1996, workshop. 

Transmission: costs categorized as transmission-related include debt 
service, operations and maintenance expenses, and tak�r-pay contract costs 
associated with aqueducts and pipelines which deliver water from the supply sources to 
storage facilities, treatment plants and customer service connection points. Generally, 
all conveyance facilities are categorized as transmission. 

For purposes of the cost disaggregation prepared for the wheeling 
analysis, transmission includes SWP costs identified as transportation (both capital and 
operations and maintenance), the costs of operating and maintaining the CRA and in
basin systems, and the costs of planning and constructing transmission facilities. 
Transmission-related costs also include the costs of operating and maintaining 
regulating reservoirs, as these reservoirs exist solely to meet peak seasonal demands. 
The regulating reservoirs are Live Oak, Palos Verdes, San Joaquin, Orange County, 
and Garvey reservoirs. 

Storage: Storage costs consist of the costs of operating and maintaining 
facilities that provide storage for emergency, seasonal, and carryover needs. Storage 
does not include system regulatory storage, which is attributable to transmission. 

Supply: costs categorized as supply-related typically include the costs of 
operating and maintaining water source facilities, such as dams to control river flows, 
reservoirs to capture runoff, wells, desalination plants, and the other program costs 
associated with creating additional water supplies, such as transfers. 

. Power: power consists of the costs of power contracts and generating 
facilities needed to pump water from the source of supply to the centers of demand and 
to the customer. Power also includes the costs of negotiating and managing power 
contracts and monitoring power operations. 

Treatment treatment includes those incremental costs Metropolitan 
incurs to provide treatr:nent of water. 

-9-
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The disaggregation of costs is new to Metropolitan but has been practiced 
by other water and energy utilities for a number of years. Entities presenting their 
financial statements as electric or water utilities3 are required to present that data in 
conformity with uniform system of accounts prescribed by appropriate oversight 
agencies. Examples are the untform system of accounts for electric utilities prescribed 
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or the uniform system of accounts for 
California water utilities prescribed by the California Public Utilities Commission. 

Utilities using these uniform system of accounts would record their cost 
data into categories known as functions. These functional categories provide a 
consistent. logical grouping of costs. For a water utility, these functions could include 
the five major categories above as well as others, such as Customer Billing and 
Support, Administrative and General, Distribution and Fire Protection. These utilities 
could use this recorded information in preparing rates. Since Metropolitan does not 
use this uniform system of utility accounting, this cost disaggregation was prepared 
outside of the accounting system. 

Resource Management International, Incorporated (RMI) was retained by 
Metropolitan to prepare a Cost-of-Service study, completed in May, 1996. This was the 
first time such a study was prepared for Metropolitan. The methods RMI used to 
disaggregate Metropolitan's fiscal year 1995-96 revenue requirement are the basis for 
the disaggregation of the fiscal year 1996-97 revenue requirement ... 

In addition, the disaggregation of costs and division of those costs into 
avoidable and unavoidable categories have been reviewed by Metropolitan staff with 
over twenty years of combined experience in preparing embedded and marginal cost
of-service studies and rates, and by outside counsel with extensive experience with 
electric and natural gas restructuring. The methodology is currently under review by a 
consulting firm headed by a nationally recognized authority in the field of water cost-of
service studies and rates. 

Departmental Budgets 

. Many programs cut across multiple functions. These costs have been 
disaggregated based on discussions with the program managers on how their 

3 Metropolitan presents its financial statements as an enterprise fund; the accounting requirements for 
presenting data in this manner are less rigorous than for electric or water utility presentation. 
" The only significant change from the RMI study is that Treatment was handled as an incremental cost. 
consistent with current Board practice for setting the Treatment Surcharge. The RMI study resulted in 
Treatment costs that refleded indirect supervision and O&M, and A&G costs, and were substantially 
higher than those currently recovered through the Treatment Surcharge. 
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resources are used to -support the major functional categories. Detailed information on 
fiscal year 1996-97 departmental budgets was not available at the time these rates 
were being prepared, so fiscal year 1995-96 departmental budgets were used as a 
starting poinl The 1996-97 total departmental budgets were disaggregated by 
functions in the same proportion as budgeted FY 1995-96. Schedule D shows, by 
branch, how the departmental budgets were disaggregated by function. This table is 
based on the original prepared by RMI and includes the categories of Customer Billing 
and Support and Administrative and General. The costs of these two categories were 
accumulated and redistributed to the five major functional categories, except 
Treatment.. This process is described more fully below. 

Costs fundionalized as Supply include 50 percent of the Colorado River 
Resources branch and a proportionate share of the three SWP Resources branches 
(based on the relative portion of SWP non-departmental costs functionalized as Supply 
compared to total SWP non-departmental costs). Supply also includes portions of the 
Integrated- Resources, Environmental Planning and Geographical Information Systems 
branches, and 50 percent of the Water Management Programs branches. Fifty percent 
of the Water Management Programs branches expenses were allocated to Supply 
based on an analysis from Phase 2 of the Integrated Resources Plan. The analysis 
was based on the costs of avoided or delayed capital projects compared to capital 
expenditures had the Water Management Programs not been pursued. A copy of the 
worksheet cala.llating the ratio of Supply savings to total savings is included as 
Schedule E. 

Treatment includes those inaemental costs Metropolitan incurs to provide 
treatment of water, including chemicals, power and other departmental budgeted 
expenses of the Operations and Water Quality Divisions directly associated with 
treatment. 

Costs functionalized as Storage include departmental budgeted expenses 
directly associated with supporting the planning, construction and operation and 
maintenance of non-regulating storage facilities and agreements. 

Costs functionalized as Transmission include departmental budgeted 
expenses d_irectly associated with supporting the planning, construction and operation 
and maintenance of Metropolitan's CRA and in-basin conveyance facilities. · It also 
includes 50 percent of the Water Management Programs branches' expenses, which is 
the portion of the Water Management Programs expenses not included as Supply 
( discussed previously, Schedule E). 

Power includes the costs of the Power Resources branch. 
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Costs functionalized as Customer Billing and Support include 
depaftmental budgeted expenses directly associated with meter reading, meter 
maintenance and operations, data processing, billing, collections, and general 
customer support activities. Customer Billing and Support costs were redistributed 
back to the five major functions based. on each function's proportionate share of total 
departmental budgets. This redistribution was recommended by a technical subgroup 
of the RRP participants. 

Costs functionalized as Administrative and General con·sist of 
management, administration, and other general costs which cannot be included in other 
functions .. For this study, these costs are departmental budgeted expenses of the 
Executive Offices; executive level activities in the Planning and Resources, 
Engineering, and Operations Divisions; the majority of the budgeted expenses for the 
Information Systems and Finance Divisions; all of the budgeted expenses for the 
Human Resources, Public Affairs, Administrative Services and Compliance Divisions; 
and the Legal and Audit Departments. 

Administrative and General costs were redistributed back across 
functions, except for Treatment , which recovers incremental costs only consistent with 
current Board practice for setting the Treatment Surcharge. Fifty percent of 
Administrative and General costs was redistributed based on each function's 
proportionate share of the total departmental budgets and 50 percent was redistributed 
based on Gross Plant-in-Service as recorded in the financial records at the end of 
fiscal year 1994-95, and shown in Schedule F. Allocating common costs back to the 
major functions is a common dilemma, particularly when utilities try to unbundle the 
costs of their formerly bundled product because direct cost/causation links are not 
apparent Various measures of output, such as revenues, proportion of total costs, and 
assets can be used. The method proposed here is a combination of costs and assets. 
This method has been used previously and is reasonable as using one measure of 
output could skew the redistribution of common costs. 

Non-Departmental Budgets 

Next, non�epartmental operating and maintenance expenses were 
separated ir:,to functions. Non-departmental costs include the SWP, the CRA, the 
water management programs incentives, and payments associated with conjunctive use 
agreements. The disaggregation of non-departmental costs is shown in Schedule C. 

Metropolitan costs categorized as Supply include the Delta Water 
Charges as identified on the SWP Statement of Charges and a portion of the projeded 
credits for overpayment of debt service coverage on the SWP (the analysis of projected 
SVIP credits is shown in Schedule G}. Also included are 110 1 O&M and Capital, 
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50 percent of the Water Management programs incentives (based on the Water 
Management Benefits analysis from Phase 2 of the IRP and included as Schedule E), 
and the moneys budgeted for the transfer fund. The 110 costs and the transfer fund 
moneys were included with Supply as they create or add water to the system. 

Costs functionalized as Storage include payments associated with 
conjunctive use agreements, as these programs store water during wet periods for use 
during droughts. 

Non-departmental costs functionalized as Power include a majority of the 
projected credits for the SWP, as shown in Schedule G. 

No non-departmental operating and maintenance expenses were 
functionalized as Treatment. 

Costs functionalized as Transmission include SWP Transmission 
charges, both O&M and capital, identified as transportation expenses on the SWP 
Statement of Charges, and a portion of the projected credits associated with prior 
year's overpayments for debt service coverage, as shown in Schedule G. SWP take-or
pay contract costs are reasonably included in transmission expenses. The recently 
negotiated Monterey Agreement recognizes the use of the SWP system to transmit 
non-Project water. Also, the DWR a110W$ non-contractors to use the aqueduct to move 
water. These operational activities recognize the transmission function of the SWP. 

Other costs function'alized as Transmission include 50 percent of the 
incentives and program costs for the Water Management programs as discussed 
previously and included as Schedule E. 

Debt Service 

Next, costs of the capital program were separated into functional 
categories. By past practice, the Board has established rates for a Treatment 
Surcharge. Calculating this rate required that debt service associated with construction 
of Treatment facilities be tracked. An informational Board letter dated August 6, 1996, 
discussed the Treatment Surcharge and the costs recovered through this charge. Debt 
service and Pay-go were first disaggregated in such a way that the total debt service 
allocated to Treatment matched the August 6, 1996, Board letter, shown as Schedule 
H. 

The remaining debt service costs were disaggregated as follows. The 
balance of General Obligation (G.0.) Bond debt service not allocated to Treatment, but 
was divided based on Gross Plant-in-Service, as recorded for fiscal year 1994-95 and 
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shown in Schedule F. Plant-in-Service reflects capitalized facilities. Plant-in-Service is 
a reasonable basis to allocate G. 0. debt service as the payments reflect the cost of 
debt incurred to construct Metropolitan's existing system. G.O. bonds have not been 
issued to finance facilities in many years and a more current balance would reflect a 
different i:,attem of expenses. Revenue Bond and Variable Rate Debt ( commercial 
paper interest expense) expenses were disaggregated based on the projected 
Construction-Work-In-Progress balance at the end of fiscal year 1996-97, as shown in 
Schedule I. Construction-Work-In-Progress (CWIP) is a •holding' account for 
expenses associated with construction projects that are not yet finished and not 
capitalized. CWIP represents the current pattern for construction expenditures and is a 
reasonable basis for disaggregation of Revenue Bond and Variable Rate Debt service 
as these are the funding instruments for current construction projects. 

Pay-As-You-Go requirements were disaggregated into functional 
categories based on projected capital expenditures for FY 1996-97, adjusted for the 
amotJnt of PayGo expected to be used for Treatment-related capital projects. This 
basis was suggested by the RRP technical subgroup, and is also shown in Schedule I. 

The Supply category received a small portion of debt service and Pay-As
You-Go, as some costs of the Desalination project are in the CWIP balance. 

The additional Reserves represent changes in operating funds required 
by revenue bond covenants and administrative code policies. Reserves were 
distributed to functions based on each function's portion of total departmental budgeted 
costs and the change in SWP costs from fiscal year 1995-96 to 1996-97. 

Other Reve�ue Requirements 

Finally, other revenues were divided into appropriate functional 
categories. Revenues from in-basin hydroelectric generating facilities were assigned to 
Transmission as this is where the expenses and assets were assigned. Property Tax 
revenues are used first to offset G.O. Bond debt service and second to offset SWP 
capital costs. Property Tax revenues were distributed so that G.O. Bond debt service 
was offset (except that no revenues were a-edited to Treatment), with the excess 
portion of Ad Valorem Taxes over G.O. Bond debt service credited to SWP supply and 
transmission costs based on their proportionate share of total SWP capital charges. 

A proportionate share of unrestricted interest was allocated to Treatment 
as the Treatment Surcharge fund accrues interest. The portion of interest allocable to 
the Treatment Surcharge fund was based on the proportion of fiscal year 1995-96 
actual interest from the Treatment Surcharge to the total fiscal year 1995-96 actual 
interest, as shown on Schedule J. The rest of unrestricted interest was a-edited to the 
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remaining functions based on their proportionate share of total costs. The change in 
the Rate Stabilization Fund was apportioned based on the total of all other expenses, 
except Treatment.

The total functionalized revenue requirement is detailed in Schedule C. 

Avoidable and Unavoidable Expenses 

After determining the revenue requirement and disaggregating costs into 
functional categories, the third step is to separate costs into categories of avoidable 
and unavoidable expenses. This separation is also detailed in Schedule C. 

Avoidable costs are those cost which vary with the volume of water sold, 
and can therefore be reduced if Metropolitan sells less water. Unavoidable costs are 
those costs which do not vary with the volume of water sold, and therefore cannot be 
reduced if Metropolitan sells or delivers less water. 

For example, if Metropolitan did not sell any water, it would incur no cost 
to pump water through the California Aqueduct or the CRA Therefore, all costs 
associated with energy to pump water is considered avoidable, and include CRA 
power, SWP power and SWP Off-Aqueduct costs. 

A portion of departmental budgeted operating and maintenance expenses 
(O&M) are discretionary and could be reduced if short-term forecasts for water sales 
indicated a lowered expectation for revenues. Therefore, for purposes of this 
calculation, 15 percent of departmental O&M is considered avoidable by wheeling 
rather than selling supply. 

The moneys budgeted for the increase in the water transfer fund are 
considered avoidable as they could be eliminated if member agencies chose to 
negotiate their own transfers. 

The majority of Metropolitan's costs, however, are unavoidable if a 
member agency chose to purchase transmission services only rather than bundled full
service water from Metropolitan. These include the balance of the departmental 
budgeied O&M expenses, all debt service, the water management program incentives 
as these are costs associated with existing contracts, costs of the SWP take-or-pay 
contract, and the CRA 11D 1 O&M and capital. ln'addition, none of the Transmission 
costs are avoidable because they would be required for transmission-only services as 
well as bundled services from Metropolitan. 
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The proposed finn wheeling rate of $262 per acre-foot,-including 
reasonably allocable costs of transmission and unavoidable storage and supply costs 
is appropriate as it wilJ prevent wheeling by a member agency from financially harming 
another member agency who is not part of the transaction. To the extent a member 
agency can avoid its fair share of Metropolitan's unavoidable costs through wheeling, 
Metropolitan has no alternative other than to shift these costs to other non-participating 
water users. The impads of cost shifting if unavoidable costs are not included in the 
wheeling rate are shown in Table 2, which was presented to the Board at its workshop 
on October 18, 1996. 

AJI Unavoidable 
Costs 
-Less: portions of
Inland Feeder and
Storage
Less: Water
Management
Programs
Less:SWP
Transport and
Supply

Table2 
Potential Impact of Cost Shifting 

Assuming 100,000 aae-feet of Water is Wheeled 

Firm Wheeling Rate Costs Shifted to impact on MWD 
($/AF} Water Rate ($000's}* Water Rate ($/AF) 
$262 $0 $0 

$247 $1,500 $1 

$238 $2,400 $2 

$116 $14,600 $9 
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Calculation of Wheeling Rates 

Firm Wheeling Rates 

The firm rate for member agencies wheeling non-Metropolitan supplies 
through any part of Metropolitan's facilities is the sum of unavoidable Transmission, 
Storage and Supply costs, as shown on Schedule C, divided by total throughput of 
water. For purposes of calculating the fiscal year 1996-97 rates, total throughput is the 
budget forecast for Metropolitan sales of 1,664,000 aae-feel 

Category Expense 

Transmission $291,231,815 

Storage $70,252,827 

Supply i14
1
312

1
442 

Total $435,797,084 

Throughput 1,664,000 

Wheeling Rate $262/aae-foot 

Firm wheeling service is non-interruptible transmission service that 
includes storage costs. Wheeling participants may inquire of Metropolitan whether 
capacity exists for such service. If so, Metropolitan will provide firm wheeling service 
for a specified time, up to one year, during which wheeling capacity will be "reserved" 
for the wheeling party's use. Current legal requirements apply to only 70 percent of 
unused capacity. Even though Metropolitan is only required to make 70 percent of 
unused capacity available, to the extent no other member agency is hanned, in terms of 
cost, quality, and reliability, the principles allow Metropolitan to make more than the 70 
percent threshold available. Once committed, firm wheeling service will be provided on 
the same basis as Metropolitan's basic water deliveries, and will be interrupted only for 
act-of-God-type emergencies. 

· Payments for firm wheeling service will be made monthly, pursuant to a
schedule of delivery submitted by the wheeling party and approved by Metropolitan. 
Metropolitan will verify its receipt of the wheeling agency's transfer water before 
providing the wheeling service. 

-17-
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Non-firm Wheeling Rates 

Metropolitan is proposing to calculate non-firm wheeling rates by using 
the transmission component of the firm wheeling rate of $175 per acre-foot 
($291,231,815 divided by 1,664,000 acre-feet), and adjusting this charge for system 
peaking capacity and system utilization. A storage component is not included as non
firm service will be provided on an ·as available· basis and will not require storage 
other than transport time. The unavoidable supply component is not included as water 
wheeled undernon-firm rates may be used only to meet non-firm needs, such as 
groundwater replenishment Agencies using non-firm wheeling cannot depend on this 
service during droughts, periods of high demands, or during other times when demands 
on Metropolitan's system would take priority. 

Non-firm Rate = Transmission Component - (Transmission Component• System Peaking 
Capacity Adjustment • System Utilization) 

Schedule K shows peaking factors on Metropolitan's in-basin system for 
�eleven recent fiscal years. The peaking factor is calculated by dividing peak week 
deliveries, in acre-feet, by average week deliveries, in acre-feel Dividing the number 1 
by the peaking factor and subtracting this result from 100% yields a percentage which 
expresses the amount the in-basin system delivery capacity must be increased by to 
meet peak demands. 

System Peaking Capacity Adjustment = 100% - (1 / Peaking Factor) 

For the ten-year period of 1985-1994, the peaking factor is 1.48, resulting 
in a system peaking capacity adjustment of 32%; for the eleven-year period of 1985-
1995, the peaking factor is 1.49, resulting in a system peaking capacity adjustment of 
33%. For purposes of planning transmission projects, Metropolitan uses a system-wide 
peaking factor of 1.5, resulting in a system peaking capacity adjustment of 33%. 

Non-firm wheeling will only occur when excess capacity exists in the 
conveyance system. Since non-firm wheeling will not contribute to peaking, it is 
appropriate to adjust the transmission-only rate so it does not include a system peaking 
cost 

The amount of excess capacity that exists in Metropolitan's system varies 
from year to year depending on Metropolitan's forecast of system throughput. The 
forecast for system throughput for fiscal year 1996-97 is 1,664,000 acre-feet. Studies 
by Metropolitan's Operations planning engin,ers indicate that for normal demands and 
a 25% blend, Metropolitan's in-basin syster:n can deliver about 2,800,000 acre-feet. 
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For fiscal year 1996-97, the anticipated system utilization is about 59%-(1,664,000 / 
2,8_00,000). 

System Utilization = Actual Throughput / Maximum Delivery Capacity 

In a year of high demands, much less excess capacity will exist to move 
non-firm supplies. In order to encourage non-firm transadions in a narrower window of 
opportunity, it is reasonable to adjust the non-firm rate downward to account for system 
utilization. 

For fiscal year 1996-97, the non-firm rate would be $141 per acre-foot, 
plus power, and is calculated as follows: 

Non-firm Rate= $175 - ($175 * .33 • .59), or $141 per acre-foot 

Non-firm wheeling service is transmission service that may be interrupted 
by Metropolitan for any reason, including operational needs, changes in customer 
demands, maintenance requirements, or other conditions. Non-firm wheeling service 
will be provided on an "as-available" basis, and will be provided to a wheeling party for 
a specified period of time, up to one year. Scheduling of deliveries will be at 
Metropolitan's discretion, although service may not be withheld unreasonably. Non
firm wheeling service is the lowest level of service provided by Metropolitan, and is 
available only when replenishment service is available. If non-firm wheeled water 
cannot be accepted for immediate delivery, short-term storage services may be 
provided upon mutual agreement of Metropolitan and the wheeling party with a storage 
fee of approximately $0.50 per acre-foot per day. The storage fee would be approved 
at the execution of the agreement 

The following are other provisions which should be considered in a 
wheeling transaction: 

1 

2. 

3. 

Power Costs: Power will be provided by the wheeling party, or purchased 
by Metropolitan on the wheeling party's behalf. 

Annual Rates: Wheeling rates should be recalculated annually as part of 
Metropolitan's regular rate-setting process consistent with the Principles 
outlined in Exhibit A Wheeling rates will be set after a public hearing and 
Board approval. 

Water Quality: Wheeling should not result in unmitigated adverse water 
quality impacts. Water quality mitigation, if required, shall be agreed 
upon by Metropolitan and the wheeling and affected agencies. 
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4. Service limits: If requests for firm wheeling services exceed capacity,
then access to capacity will occur on a pro rata basis among those
agencies requesting wheeling service before a deadline set by
Metropolitan based on such agencies' purchases of Metropolitan basic
service. Non-firm service is offered on an as-available basis only and is
the lowest priority of service offered by Metropolitan.

5. ll"lterim Program: The rate methodology for firm and non-firm wheeling
service as described in this document is anticipated to be in place through
fiscal year 2000-01, consistent with the RRP Phase 1 recommendations,
as Phase 3 discussions will deal with long-term rate structure reforms
which may encompass member agency wheeling.

6. Associated Charges: Operational procedures and special charges
require development An administrative charge to cover the costs of
reviewing wheeling proposals and contrad preparation is appropriate.
For firm wheeling requests, capacity to wheel is reserved. Once the
reservation is made, the agency should be obligated to pay for some or all
of the reserved capacity even if they do not use it, as Metropolitan or
other wheeling parties could be precluded from moving water.

o:\ciuster1 O\mmshared'lrptS\novwhlrp.jms 
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Schedule A 

Unbundled 1996-97 Revenue Requirement($ 0OO's) 

Total Transmission 

O&M 
Departmental $ 198J-684 $ 142,136 
Other 11,449 9,485 

CRA 47,924 
SWP 243,812 171,058 
WMP 64,003 14,552 
MWD Capital 262,636 87,947 

Total Exp. 828,508 425,178 

less Other Rev. (210,401) (133,946) 

Total Rev. Req. $ 618,107 $ 291,232 

COS4CST3.XLS 1996-97 Budget Unb111dled 

Storage Supply 

$ 15,241 $ 7,879 
769 885 

10,560 
54,379 

900 48,551 

114,873 900 
131,783 123,154 

(58,302) (13,565) 

$ 73,481 $ 109,589 

Power Treatment 

$ 2,420 $ 31,008 
310 

37,364 
18,375 

58,916 
58,469 89,924 

(3,809) (779) 

$54,660 $ 89,145 

11/5/96 
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Schedule B 
Unavoidable and Avoidable Costs 

Unbundled 1996-97 Revenue Requirement ($-0001s) 

Function Total Unavoidable Avoidable 

Transmission 291,232 291,232 
Supply 109,589 74,312 35,277 
Storage 73,481 70,253 3,228 
Treatment 89,145 84,643 4,502 
Power 54,660 !1.477) 56,137 
Total 618,107 518,963 99,144 

COS4CST3.XLS 1996-97 Budget Unbundled 

42238 · 
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METROPOLITAN'S 25 YEAR EXPENDITURES crRESP.NT VALUEI 1 

USED IN THE IRP PHASE 2 BENEFIT CALCULATIONS 
7/11/95 

·- ;= -
CIP Supply All 

C1p1l1I OAM Co111 Olh■r Cos11 
---

199S 21l.200.343 200.977.123 312.018.782 85,481,734 
1998 245.157 .5D3 194. 998.343 339,468.107 96. 124.749 
19111 282.211.744 195.310.022 327,181.124 88.016.099 
1999 327.288.1140 1118.891.263 309. 77 4.824 101.818.196 
1099 363.19l,7U 182.684.075 291.491.702 118.355, 120 
1000 371.1511,865 177,US.007 295.9113.272 100.832,334 
2001 374.123.241 178.214.577 293,008.509 87.443.1182 
2002 386.141.321 170.423.102 274,595.401 74.980.132 
2003 347,618.897 180.810.763 257 .290.800 74.281.017 
2004 337.735.811 174.708.983 241.888.773 69.300.088 
2005 321.481.579 109,418.002 221.222 .580 67.182,980 
200f. J1J.005,9J4 108.749.813 214.690.845 05.502.372 
2001 299.205.432 162.400.282 204.380.805 04.049.945 
2000 280.859.111 158.404.285 192.1143.606 81,180.142 
2009 7.88.882.723 150.754.890 184.207.555 54.158,S07 
2010 251.649.552 144.405.859 181.683.664 47.082.392 
2011 242.818.184 136.510.007 200.801.038 42.589.483 
2011 240 335.682 IJ0.752 042 190.799.182 39.590.154 
2013 238.512.849 125.668.305 179.079.395 37,078.291 
2014 229.192.650 121.170.519 168.503.919 34.928.086 
2015 209.038.312 117.144.023 159.358.028 32.855.1113 
2018 174.641.441 113.120.470 149.800.231 30.889,110 
2011 113.110.IM 109.710.1100 143,537,575 20,372.083 
2010 168 316 049 106.220.031 137 .070.090 211,160.766 
101_9 188.473,418 102.808.190 127.101,887 28,203.608 
2020 144,579.852 99.510,141 1111.787.313 25,044.1155 

IOTAl 6,990.064.820 3,951,092.848 5 728 280,011 1 672,602,120 

Noles: 
I Anumu I dl1caunl 1nla al 8.5 pa1c1nl. 

Pr•l•rr•d C11e IPV Dolleral 
CIP- Supply All 

Tnlel . Cepllel O&M Co1l1 Olher Cosl1 

819.227,284 227,323,768 1114,425,000 312,0111,782 85.481.734 
873,819,224 248,843,805 188.839.202 338.488.707 96,124.749 
800,332.468 285. 115.198 188,942.855 327.238,482 118,015,098 
927.8311.714 327,878.013 182.733.156 3011,017.510 100,842.553 
9311,478,515 354,382.1548 178.128.330 280,859.1118 94,202.930 
1147 .332. 428 317,394,842 171.370,810 295,713,477 95,944.713 
1131.1157,089 305,887.378 170,469,747 292,271,341 60,768,181 
907.738.688 303,891.007 164,887.081 273,708.851 69.048.128 
160,800.008 2111.857.1113 159,448,223 256,717 ,90◄ 87,167,734 
124.177,334 303.028,4311 154,209.175 241,438,413 83.094.118 
711,115,197 2118,681.◄M 149,140.885 228,611,411 81.371.650 
782,290,883 301.111,380 144,239.538 214,030.239 58.350,892 
730.275.153 2119.371.839 139,681.1169 203,812.131 55.602.197 
891,478,780 273. 194.538 135,071.122 192.309,597 53,827,440 
857 .832, 172 256.192.203 130,832.999 183.477.893 50,418.278 
838,931.530 244,368.291 128,339.775 188.1114.199 47.683,816 
822.857.027 229,000.128 122,246,712 198,499,617 42.589.483 
601,880,354 225,012,758 118.228, 146 188,308,787 39.588,15◄ 
578,811,304 214,957,826 114,343,782 178.367 .656 37.018.291 
552,071.047 205.709,863 110,586.007 183,730.432 34,828.086 
518,439.017 186,332.799 108,951,798 157,035,256 32,855,913 
4117 .112,483 180,787,973 103,438,895 147,354.0711 30,889,110 
455,4211.401 153,337,794 100,037,475 141.191,974 29,154.400 
437.405.1173 148.263,745 88,749,821 135.141.815 27,418.784 
420.347 ,8113 138,BII0,2l8 93,570,3111 125,893,152 25,8411.598 
388,341.780 129,1151,0◄8 90,495,237 118,957,438 23,113,795 

1 8 ,248 893,31 J 6 428 628,804 3633688 433 5897 JOO 124 1,489,072,471 

2 Anumn lhal 62 5 p11canl al Iha c1pll1I co1l1 111ocl1l1d wllh d1ulln1Uon l■clHr ■11 fo, pl■nl and 37 .6 p11c1nl 11 for l1■n1ml11lon. 
3 R1llocl1 d1c11111d O&M enocl1l1d wllh 1111 n11d 101 11■1111111 and no d111I OIM, 

DRAFT 

Tolal 

1119,227 ,284 
872.878.483 
897.309.444 
920,288.231 
915.983.005 
880,423.702 
849.496.647 
811,812,085 
715. 192 .05◄ 
761,768.148 
735.665.360 
117,731,847 
698,154.838 
654.203. 402 
020.72U71 
605. 183.881 
592.335.1118 
571,144.845 
542.187 .534 
514,852,387 
483.175.787 
442,448.057 
4:13.721.643 
405,584, 185 
382.102,285 
362,417.513 

17,256.487.1133 

Dllleronce IPV Oull■r!J 
CIP 

C1pilal O&M 

-4.123,425 8,552.123 
-3.486.303 0.357.141 
-2.836,455 6,367.367 

-407,073 8.158,107 
8,789,108 5.955.745 

54,864.223 5.775,196 
68,135.882 5,744.130 
82.158.320 5,556.021 
55.029.704 21.361.541 
34.709.432 20.499.807 
28.820.165 20.275.118 
11,954.554 24,510.337 

-173.207 22,744,413 
7,884,500 21.332.483 

12 470.520 20.121.697 
13.203.201 18.126,084 
13.618,63B 14,203,295 
15,322.924 12.522.896 
21.555,024 11.324.603 
23,482.793 10,584,512 
22.105,512 10,192.225 
13,873,460 9.783.501 
19.838,320 0.603,325 
20,062,304 9,479,010 
31,483.200 9.237.875 
14.728,801 9,014.90◄ 

564.338,315 323 524.415 

8reelldown of LRI' B•n•fllo: 

Tole! 
Capllal P1ojacl1 
CPAprojecl 178,330,908 
W.1IValar 24,288,548 
DHlllnallon 278,783,128 
SDPlp•.,• 18.1130.1411 
Pe1rl1 08.027.513 
Tole! 584.338.315 

o ..... 

OIM Savlng1 1 

Tol■I Sllflllll, S■vlngl 
Tole! Savings 1112.282.287 

Rallo ol Sunal� S■vlna1 lo I olel Savlnn1 

Suppl� All 

Cosl• 01h01 Co1l1 

0 0 
0 0 

644.632 0 
7!\7,315 974.243 
83:l.5B0 4,152.189 
279.795 4.887.561 
737.100 0.875.801 
8�6.751 5.950.000 
572.890 7.115.283 
452,360 0.205.1170 
711.175 5,791.330 
660,400 7. 151.080 
768,474 8,S47,740 
634.009 7,552.690 
129.562 3,740.232 
860,465 -581,223 

2.407.522 0 
2,492.395 0 
2.691.13B 0 

2,773,547 0 
2.322.770 0 
2.252.152 0 
2,345,602 210,283 
1,928.1175 781,882 
1,408,815 2.355,008 

829,816 1,930.881 

30,989,887 73 429.850 

Transmission Sunnlu 

178,330,908 
24.268.548 

104,643,873 
19,930.149 
08,027.583 

390,098.880 

174.2311.455 

323,524.415 

4117.783.870 

50% 

Fll1n1n1e. BENEFITS.XLS 
Sh11I. LRPBENEFIT$ 

·-
-----,-

lolal 

�.428,687 
2.811).838 
4,175.544 

.�:::!:::! 
65,806.716 
81.29J,602 
94.549.090 
8079.424 
Gl,807.569 
55,803.787 
44,278.977 
31.887,429 
37,183.748 
31.062.211 
Jl.697580 
30.289,454 
30,338.215 
35.571,385 
38,840.853 
35.220.501 
25.000 202 
32.08�.529 
32,232.171 
4◄.◄84,898 
28,504 448 

992 282.287 

(/) 
n 
:T 
" 

0. 
C 

;-
m 

� 
N 
N 
C,,J 
(I 
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Name Or category 
Of Facilities 

Parker Power Plant & Dam 
Power Recovery Plants 
Other Dams & Reservoirs 
Water Tranportaticn Facilities 
Water Tranportation Fae-tias CRA 
Pumping Plants & Facities 
Trealment Plants & Faciities 
Power Lines & Communications 
Software Applications 
Miscellaneous Features 

Subtotal 

Preliminary Organization Expense 
Interest, Original Construction 
Unused Energy, Original Ccnslruction 

Total 

Plus: Other Plant 

Adjusted Total 

Percent 

Ad'JUSt Treatment 

Sc:heduleF 
GrossPlant In-Service 

Metropolilan Water Dbatct OfSouthem callfomla 

(1) (2) (3) 
Soun:eOf Water 

Total SUDDlv 
-

Treatment 

$ 13,008,688 $ - $ - $ -

103,397,529 
103,550,064 103,550,064 
856,251,135 
223,074,861 

71,779,360 
295,630,208 295,630,208 

12,478,574 

700,000 

35,832.243 

$1,715,702,762 $ - $103,550,064 S 295,630,208

$ 5,571,CX>'I $ - $ - $ -

$ 36,232,889 $ - $ - $ -

$ 2790,868 s - $ - $ -

$1,760,297,520 $ - $103,550,064 S 295,630,208

s - s 5,815,630 S 16,603,330

$1,760:z;J7,520 $ - $ 109,365,694 $ 312,233,538

100.00% 0.00% 6.21% 17.74% 

$ 1,448,063,982 $ - S 109,365,694

100.00% 0.00% 7.55% 0.00% 

Source: Pages 9 ltvough 18 of March 31, 1995 Operaticl IS Report. 

Page 1 

42238 

(4) (5) 
Transmission 

other 

$ 13,008,688 $ 
103,397,629 

856,251,135 
223,074,861 
71,779,360 

12,478,574 
700,00C: 

35,832.24:: 

$ 1,267,511,673 $ 49,010,817 

$ - $ 5,571,001 
s - $ 36,232,SSS 
$ - $ 2,790,86S 

s 1,267,511,673 s 93,605,57; 

s 71,186,616 

s 1,338,698,289 

76.05% 

$ 1,338,698,289 

9245% 
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42238 

� Schedule G 
I 

SWP Transport capital 113,141,200 81.32% 
SWP Delta Water capital - 25,990

1
368 18.68% 

139, 131,568 

FY 1996-97 Credit Amount Transmission suee!l Power 
WSRB Cover 3,360,500 2,732,7-44 627,756 
WSRBCover 4,077,682 3,315,954 761,728 

OAPF Cover 2,993,985 2,993,985 
OAPF Cover 2,993,985 2,993,985 

East Branch Cover 5,110,729 5,110,729 

WSRB Earnings 1,940,408 1,577,932 362,476 

OAPF Interest 5,028,877 5,028,877 
OAPF Adjustment 11,500,000 11,500,000 

Devil Canyon 2nd Aftert>ay 1,725,118 1,725,118 

Variable Refund 7,500,000 7,500,000 

Replacement Accting System 2,500,000 1,250,000 1,250,000 

Subtotal 48,731,284 15,712,477 1,751,960 31,266,847 

Earnings on Securtti� 2,139,216 689,750 76,908 1,372,559 

Total 50,870,500 16,402,226 1,828,868 32,639,406 

32.2% 3.6% 64.2% 
-

OAPF = Off Aqueduct Power Facilities 
WSRB = Water System Revenue Bond 

CREDITS.xLS 
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42238 

Schedule H 

MWD 
METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOLITHERN CALIFORNIA OD 

9-12

August 6, 1996 

(Special Budget and Financial Analysis Committee-Information) 
To: Board ofDirectors (Fmance and Insurance Committee-Information) 

(Water Planning any�· Committee-Information)
(j � 

, 
( ) ;i,,r I -r 

From: General Manager I -;\?} .. /� 
Submitted by: DemMan, Cliiof S/l'\&:)\•J'h")..,,. .fo-
Subject: 

Plamring 9Jld Resources 

Report on Water Treatment Surcharge 

RECOMMENDATION 

For information only. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This letter is in response to your Board's request for the identification of the 
existing cost components included in the water treatment surcharge. In FISCal Year 1996-97 it is 
estimated that the cost of providing treated water service will total $88.9 million. Approximately 
$30.0 million of this total is attributed to operations and maintenance with the remaining $58.9 
million being allocated to capital costs. It is also e.wrna:ted that the delivery of 1.16 rnillion acre
feet of treated water will generate $89.2 rnillion in treatment surcharge revenues, resulting in a 
deposit of $0.3 million into the Treatment Surcharge Stabilization Fund. In Fiscal Year 1995-96, 
$3.6 million was withdrawn from the Treatment Surcharge Stabilization Fund to fund costs that 
exceeded trmment surcharge revenues. As adopted by yom Board, the FJSCal Year 1996-97 
treatment surcharge will remain at the FISC31 Year 1995-96 level of $82 per acre-foot. Your 
Board also requested that the concept of incorporating a standby component into the water 
treatment �e be explored. This will be done during Phase Three of the Rate Refinement 
Process which is scheduled to be completed by March 1997. 

DETAILED REPORT 

During the review of the 1996-97 Annual Budget by the Special Budget and 
Financial Analysis Committee, a number of issues were raised. In response to one of these issues, 
this report identifies the existing cost components included in the water treatment surcharge. 
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42238_ 

Schedule H 

Board of Directors -2- August 6, 1996 

The major costs associated with providing treated water service include operating 
and maintenance costs, debt service and Pay As You Go (PA YOO) expenditures. Operating and 
maintenance costs include: (1) a portion of the expenditures for the Water Quality Division and 
Laboratory; (2) operating and maintenance costs for the treatment plants; and (3) power and 
chemicals for the treatment plants. 

· The attached table summarizes the cmrent costs and revenues associated with ·
providing treated water service. It is expected that O&M costs in Fiscal Year 1996-97 will not 
increase significantly above the Fiscal Year 1994-95 and 1995-96 level of around $30 million. 
Debt service costs for treatment facilities increased $6.9 million from $46.6 million in Fiscal 
Year 1994-95 to $53.5 million in Fiscal Year 1995-96 as revenue bond proceeds were used to 
fund treannent facilities. Debt service costs are expected to increase by $3.9 million in Fiscal 
Year 1996-97 as commercial paper and revenue bond proceeds are used to fund additional 
treatment facilities. Pay as You Go (PAYGO) expenditures for treatment facilities vary from 
year to year depending upon the type and cost of treatment facilities being financed. Generally, 
projects costing less than $1.0 million or projects that have useful lives less than the average term 
of long-term debt financing are funded by PA YOO. 

The Treatment Surcharge Stabilization Ftmd (the Fund) was established in 1988 

r 

for the primary purpose of mitigating increases in the treatment surcharge. In Fiscal Year 1995- r 

96, $3.6 million was withdrawn from the Fund to cover costs that exceeded revenues. The 
Fund's balance has decreased from $4.6 million in Fiscal Year 1994-95 to $1.4 million in Fiscal 
Year 1995-96. It is estimated that approximately $0.3 million will be deposited into the Fund in 
Fiscal Year 1996-97. 

The treatment surcharge is intended to recover the full cost of treatment The 
current treatment surcharge is $82 per acre-foot for basic service, $57 per acre-foot for seasonal 
service and $58 per acre-foot for agricultural service. This surcharge will remain the same for 
Fiscal Year 1996-97, as approved by your Board in March 1996. 

In Fiscal Year 1996-97, the average unit cost of providing treated water service is 
expected to be $77 per acre-foot. O&M costs account for $26 of this total with the remaining 
$5 I per acre-foot being allocated to capital costs. 

CM:arb 

Attachment 

CMBDTSR/BOARD 
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42�38 
Schedule H 

Attachment 

METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
TREATED WATER cosrs ($1,000's) 

Operation and Maintenance 

Capital 
Outstanding Debt Serrice 
Debt Semcc for New Facilities 
Pay-As-You Go (P AYGO) 
Sub-Total Capital 

Total Treated Water Costs 

Total Timed De1ivm:s (FJSCal Year kAF) 

Treated Wat.er Sales (Cash Year kAF) 
Basic 
Seasonal 
Agricultural! 
Total 

Total Treattnc:zrt Surcharge hvame 

lncr=aw(Dccrease) in Treatrnent Surcharge Stabilization Fund- Tn:mnent Surcharge Stabilim:ion Fund Bahnre
(End ofYear)

Tl?.mJ'ICDt �arcbarge ($/AF)
Basic 
Seasonal 
Agricuhura1 

Average Cost ofTRafrnc:Dt (S/AF) 
O&M 
Capital 
Total 

Notes: 

s 

$ 

s 

s 

(Actual) (Actual) {Estimate) 
1994-9S 1995-96 1996-97 

29,572 s 29,692 $ 30,013 

46,570 $ 53,471 $ 53,471 
- $ - $ 3,875 

s..s� s filE s 1 s:zc 
$. 52,134 $ 60,360 s 58,916 

$ 11,706 $ 90,052 $ 88,929 
1,162 1,178 1,159 

945 826 9S1-

135 100 140 
§I �2 48 

1,148 1,165 1,159 

$ 81,947 s 16,444 $ 89,192 

$ 241 s (3,608) $ 263 

$ 4,640 $ 1,364 $ 1,627 

$ 77 $ 82 s 82 
$ S3 s 57 s S1 

$ S3 s 58 $ S8 

s 25 s 25 s 26 
s jS s Sl s -Sl

s 70 s 76 s 77

1 Agricultural water sales in 1995-96 reflect adjustments for iDtaim agricultural program. 
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Beginning Bal■nca 

Addlllon1 

ProJ1ct1d CWIP FY 1998-87 

Capllallzed lnl■ralt 

Plu1 other Plant 

AdJusled Tol■I 

Percent 

AdJusled lor Tr-,almant 

P■ygo Allamallva FY 1998-87 Capllal Expenditure, 

Plua 01h11 Plant 

AdJualad for TrHlmant 

Paygo Alloc■llon, Non-TrHlmanl 

P■ygo Allocallon, Trealmant 

IFll•J 

��,,adula I 

FY 1898-97 
Funcllon1llzallon of Conatructlon Work In Progr■-1 
Melropolll1n Water Dlalrlct of Southern Calllotnl• 

1,564,455,712.65 

472,784,400.00 

2,037,220,112.85 

211,428,852.00 

2,248,848,784.85 

11
1
so1,814.88 

2,248,848,453.81 

1,507,408,518.30 

472,784,400.00 

388, 178,1155.21 

100.00% 

90,000,000 

11,084,181.83 884,071,185.88 

1,050,000.00 248,886,800.00 

12,114,181.83 832,838,085.88 

1,257,234.28 8&
1
822

1
122.115 

13,371,425.82 1,028,780,2011.71 

477,348.83 38,781,847.88 

13,8411,775.55 1,088,521,858.70 

0.82'11, 47 .43'11, 

13,848,775.155 1,088,1121,858.70 

0.12% 70.711% 

1,050,000.00 248.1188,IIOO.OO 

toe,:soe.48 215,807.389.45 

1,1158,308.48 274,774,2118.45 

0.30% 70.78% 

285,280 82,580,754 

P•a• 1 of 1 

571,788,808.15 13,830,380.28 

78,808,400.00 

8411,398,309. 115 13,630,380.28 

87,292,033.30. 1,414,587.211 

715,890,342.45 15,044,987.54 

211,549,1595. 15 1537,093.711 

741,238,837.80 15,5112,081.32 

32.98'11, 0.00'!6 0.89'11, 

15,582,081.32 

0.00% 0.00% 1.03Vo 

78,808,400.00 

1,1111s,144.78 

0.00116 0.00116 0.00'11, 

1,570,000 

258,255,485.24 

101
1
881

1
000.00 

359,9111,495.24 

37,353,039.08 

3117,271,534.30 

14,182,21111.43 

411,453,822.74 

18.30'11, 

411,453,1122.74 

2"?.30% 

101,883,000.00 

10,1583,258.30 

112,248,2511.30 

28.112'11, 

25,573,958 

25,845,278.88 

44,1576, 100.00 

70,220,3711.88 

7,2117,807.01 

77,507,1185.88 

44,575,100.00 

tn 
n 

::r 
CD 

�� 
ci" N 
.... N 

C--' 
00 

11/4/8811:45 AM 
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Jdule I 

i�--:>:2-r:·:-:·:tJ::;::::-:-;;·)::-·4;;.:zs:z:·/Jk.x-:-k:-'.ig1.i·«&4:'.'.''.:��:�;::srsu···'�;,.·f;.�tX-t:.f �i-

15002 15002 • Sludlee for Dl1trlbullon of Noithern Waler 23.94 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 23.94 0.00 
15007 15007 • Boll Springs Fdr., Scha. 318, 317, 3UI 3,000,552.00 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3,0�0.552.00 a.po
15009 15009 • Hydroaleclrlc Generating FacUllles 418.78 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 418.78 0.00 
15013 15013 • Skinner No. 2, Study for Conatructlon 92.93 3 0.00 0.00 92.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15018 15018 • Olsin Syelam, Rapl Flowmaler lnelrument■ ... 55,513.84 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 455,513.84 0.00 
15017 16017 • Chino Baaln, Conjunctive U■e 8101•11• Study Al,442,521.31 2 0.00 Al,442,521.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15030 15030 • Sant• Ana River Cro■■lng • Sel■mlc Stllblllty An1ly1l1 1,810,188.03 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,810,188.03 0.00 
15045 111045 • Pump Pl■nt■, Rehab. Main Pump1, �nll1 1, 2 & 3 12,239,881.45 5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,239,881.45 0.00 0.00
15072 15072 • Weymouth, Modlftcellone 3.00 3 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15073 15073 • MIii■ FIHratlon Plant • Exp1n1lon 3,308.77 3 0.00 0.00 3,308.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15085 15085 • Skinner Fill Pit, 0.1l11n 102,875,818.10 3 0.00 0.00 102,875,818.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15088 15088 • Arvln-Edl1on Waler st-11e 2,180,808.33 2 0.00 2,180,808.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15090 15090 • Jo■-ph J1n11n Ftnrtllon Plant 171,829,013.85 3 0.00 0.00 171,829,013.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
HI091 15091 • Etlwand1 PlpeUne 90,055,504.24 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 90,055,1104.24 0.00 
15099 15099 • Granular 1ctlvatld carbon & Oldd1nl1 1tudl11 28,587,835.74 3 0.00 0.00 28,587,835.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo
15101 15101 • Lake Mathew■ by p111 Studi, 4,22◄.00 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,224.00 0.00 
15107 15107- Enlargement of W11hwater Reel. Fae.In Weymouth 12,904,842.19 3 0.00 0.00 12;904,842.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15109 15109 • Repl1eement of 75 Underground Storage Tank .... , .. 8.42 i 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,948.42 
15112 15112 • Jen11n Pit. Sec. Sy■. 182,883.85 3 0.00 0.00 182,883.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15113 15113 • ModHlcatlon of Diemer Flllratlon Pit. 28,153,942.82 3 0.00 0.00 28,153,842.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1511<4 15114 • Garvey RHervolr O & M Center 273,858.113 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 273,856.63 0.00 
15118 15118 - Minor Capital Project for ff'f 1988/88 15.02 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.02 
15119 15119 • Prallmln■ry Studi, for 011nga County Ara■ Al,283,849.88 3 0.00 0.00 4,283,849.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15120 15120 • Preliminary Study for MIil■ Plant Ar•• 12◄,945,758.00 3 0.00 0.00 124,945,758.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15121 15121 • Preliminary Study for 8. Rlva19lde & San Diego 7,092,858.88 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7,092,658.88 0.00 
15122 15122 • Preliminary Study for Inland Felder ArH 81,088,888.09 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 61,098,88�.09 0.00 
15123 15123 • Pr■llmln■ry Study for E11t■ld1 R11. ArH 872,242,854.08 2 0.00 872,242,854.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OQ 
15124 15124 • Preliminary 81udy for 81n Joaquin R••· lmprovemlfll ProJKI 1,981,041.88 8 0.00 0.00 o.qo 0.00 0.00 1,�81,041.98 0.00 
15125 15125 • EIIWlnda p--, Pl1nl. 22,521,084.00 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22,521,084.00 0.00 
15130 15130 • Opa11tlon1 Control Cenler 2,811,972.82 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,811,972.82 0.00 
16131 15131 • E11p1n1lon or Admln.Bldg. at MIii• 4,588,370.51 3,8 0.00 0.00 2,293,185.28 0.00 0.00 2,293, 185.28 0.00 
15132 15132 • Exp■n■lon ol Admln. Bldg. at L•k• Skinner 1,531,198.82 3,8 0.00 0.00 785,588.31 0.00 0.00 785,588.31 0.00 
151311. 15138 • ln1l1ll1tlon of Clorln1tlon Fae. for Skinner 3,850,487.95 3 0.00 0.00 3,850,487.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15137 15137 • Corro■lon Proledlon Sy,. for the Palo• Verde■ Felder 1,093,911.22 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,093,811.22 0.00 
15139 15139 • Minor C■plt■t Project ff'f 1989/90 21,170.92 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 21,170.92 
151 ... 0 151-40. Compular-Ba11d Control Sy,. for JenHn/E■gl• Rock & O.C.C. 7,712,908.33 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7,712,908.33 0.00 
15143 15143 • Preliminary Study for Perri• Ar•• 1,187,903.81 3 0.00 0.00 1, 187,903.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 i.c::-
15144 15144 • Preliminary Sludy for L■k• Mathew■ & Weymouth 51,554.11 3 0.00 0.00 51,554.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N 
15147 15147 • Upgrading Communication Syelem 8,082,993.58 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8,082,993.56 l',; 
15150 15150 • Co1101lon M1terlal Tell PII. II la Verni 8◄8,◄04.88 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 848,40◄.88 10.00 C , 
15151 15151 • 81l1mle Upgrading ol lhe LA. H.Q. Building. 353,320.03 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 353,320.03 00 
15152 15152 • Sel■mlo Upgrading of L.V. M■lnl.Shop. 525,837.97 8 0.00 0.00 0.QO 0.00 0.00 525,837.97 o.c

15154 1515◄ • Ev■lu■tlon of MWD DomHtlo Wallf Sy■. 1,387,493.48 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,3117,493.◄8 o.c

15180 15160. Slope 8t1blllty An■ly■l■-San J■clnto-Slrucl. ◄44,881.1 ... 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 444,881.14 0.( "' 
n 15181 15181 • MWD Share for O.■lgn & Con■lructlon SC.LA-35 3,045,609.11 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3,045,808.11 0.C :r

15182 15182 • Wait Valley Are■ Study 2,787,805.88 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,787,905.88 o.� CD 
15183 15183 • Modifying the VanlUallon Hood1 ■t Waler Quality Lib 388,237.12 3 0.00 0.00 388,237.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.( a.

E. 15184 15184 • Protection of lh• Box Spring Fdr. ■t FRW 215 (50.84) 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -50.84 0,( 
15165 151115 • Minor Capll■l Project■ Ff'f 80-91 211,155.67 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 28,155.f CD 
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15168 15166 • Diemer & Weymoulh, Relocallon of Chemical Sloraga FaclUllaa 25,008,304.10 
15167 15187 - Sludy for• De■-lln1llon PIiot Pit. 5,731,821.68 
15169 15169 - Enlargement of Iha Chemical Unloading Fae. 765,849.27 
15170 15170 • Bel■mlo Upgrading of lh• Dl■charge Plpollno & Pumping PII. 5,412,053.51 
15171 15171 • Beckllow Prevention A11byfron, Dlemer,MU11 & Jen■-n. 840,877.57 
15173 15173-Sludy lo Relroffl all Fllr.Plt.W/Oxldallon Facll. 30,595,115.18 
1517◄ 15174 • Cenlrallred Emergency PWR.01n11allon 8Y8. In Skinner 1,829,915.35 
15178 15178 - ln■lallallon of 2-Way Radio Link■ 3-4,343.90 
15180 111180 - Palhogen Removal PIiot-Piant Study 102,348.87 
151113 15183 • Fire 8prlnk11rap. & Venlll1llon al LAHD. 285,078.18 
15184 15184 • New Main 8wllch11Mr al Diemer "400,205.45 
15188 111111 • Chlorln1llon Syelem •• CRA oc. PV & 01rv1y Ra■ll'VGIII "4,873,277.37 
15180 111190 • Waler D11charge Ellmln■llon Study 34,885.84 
15191 15191 • Addn'I Fencing Lighting & Palldng Lei In L.8. 235,074.-42 
15182 111192 • ln■tall Chlorlna & Ammonia An•�.,, 1,888,872.15 
15194 15184 • C1pll1I PrGjacl La11 Than $250,000.00 2,040,947.81 
15188 151118 • Replace Type M" Mllere 7,528.871.49 
15187 15187 - Information Byal. Div. (18D) 8lrat1glc Plan 1,108,731.23 
15188 15188 • E,cpanelon ofth1 Waler Qu1llly Lab. 1,383,048.88 
15188 111188 • Purcha■e of Four Homa■ Al Cham. Unlo■dlng Fao. 582,382.◄3 
15200 15200- En9r.& Envlronm. 81udy, Ban O■b. Ordwlller 8lor•11• 1,083,238.71 
15202 15202 - R1fwlll1h Five 81rv. Conn. Ea■I Orana• Fdr.t2 2◄5,785.43 
15203 15203 • OINIV Re11rvolr Repair 8,111,592.75 
15204 111204 - ln■tall Gf ScrNnl ., Iha Inlet lo l.8.Bypa .. 2 1,804,138.18 
15205 15205 • On Lina Procurement Slfll•m 1,887,397.87 
15208 111208 • 82183 Caplal ProJ. 1111 Th■n 1250,000.00 817,808.57 
15209 1!1209 • Con1lr. 2nd lnlettl■ Rlatto Plpellne DevU 1,◄1◄.838.18 
15210 15210 • All American & CoacheU1 Canal Lining 201.000.00 
15211 111211 • Dnlgn+ Conllr. Perm. EIIClrollfll■ te■I 177,897.81 
15212 111212 • R1fu1bl1h 8erv. Conn. L-r. Mlddl1,Wnl Co11I I ,895,192.99 
15214 15214 • L■ndllU Ewpanelon al L.8. 823,288.24 
15218 111218 • ln■lallatlon of Chlollnallon FacllHl11 258,037.45 
15218 111218 • H11ardou1 Wa■ta 8tora111 ■rM II L.V. 35,083.118 
15218 15218- PurchlM & ln1l1ll1llon of Lath■ al La Vema 504,324.◄1 
15220 I 5220 • Remldl■llon Gf Iha alope al Diemer 317,802.97 
15221 111221 • F1■11blllty 81udy of Foothlll Ar•• Bluely 187,359.◄2 
15222 15222 • Dtmon■lrallon Plant Oparallng 5, 10◄,892.00 
15224 1522◄ • Minor C■pllal ProJICI F/Y 83-94 785,847.81 
15225 15225. Replacamenl of 45 0111 Valvn al the L.M. Towar 1,070,310.70 
15227 15227 • Land Aequl■lllon & EIR Bludy Diemer PLI. AdJ. 3◄5,83◄.81 
15229 15228 • PUol FIK1r Te■le al Skinner 184,894.8◄ 
15230 15230 • Modlftclllon ol lh• SeNlce Weier 8yalem al L.M. 1,031,985.82 
15233 15233 • M111 Speclromeler Rapt. Waler Qu■lllv Lab. 788.◄43.05 
15234 15234. Upgrading Iha CGncrate Acc111 lo 8aHllng Ba■ln 379,850.◄◄ 
15238 15238 • Elec;trlc Flah Barri• Sy■tam al Skinner 1,542.22 
15237 I 5237 • Protection of a Portion of Iha Upper FNder 340,387.32 
152311 15238. BCADA 8pl1m for CRA Pumping Plant■ 1,027,538.40 
1!1211 15231 • Upg,adlng Iha Chlorine 8y■tem al Diemer 3,414,122.13 
1!1240 11240. Paa .._..Ilion (Am1rk:an W/ Dia. Act.of 1890) 308,157.47 
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0.00 0.00 25,008,304.10 0.00 0.00 
6,731,821.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 765,849.27 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 840,877.67 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 30,1195,115.19 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 1,828,815.35 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 "400,205.45 0.00 0.00 
0.00 2,338,838.118 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 117,537.21 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 1,988,872.15 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 1,383,048.88 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 1192,382.◄3 0.00 0.00 
0.00 1,083,238.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 802,088.08 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

201.000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 823,288.2◄ 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 258,037.45 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 35,083.58 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 317,802.97 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

11,104,882.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 345,83◄.81 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 19<1,884.84 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 788,443.05 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 378,850.4◄ 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 o:oo 1,027,538.◄0 
0.00 0.00 3,414,122.13 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

... ,3 

--------

,1111 ,; • 

000 0 OC1 
000 000 
0.00 0.00 

5,412,053.51 0.00 
0.00 O.j)O 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 34,343.80 

102,348.87 0.00 
0.00 285,078.111 
0.00 0.00 

2,338,838.89 0.00 
34,885.84 0.00 

117,537. 21 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 2,040,8-47.81 

7,1128,871.48 0.00 
0.00 1,109,73U3 
Cl.DO 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

2-45,785.<13 0.00 
8,811,592.75 0.00 

802,088.08 0.00 
0.00 1,887,397.87 
0.00 817,808.57 

1,-414,838.18 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

177,887.81 0.00 
1.8�5,882.99 0.00 

0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

504,32◄.◄1 0.00� 0.00 O.OON
187,358.42 0.00 

� 0.00 0.00 
0.00 765,847.81 () 

1,070,310.70 0.00 (Xl 
0.00 o.c

0.00 0.0 
1,031,885.92 0.0 CJ) 

0.00 0.0 0 
:J'

0.00 0.0 Cl» 

1,5◄2.22 0.0 a. 
3◄D,387.32 0.0 C 

iD0.00 0.0 
0.00 0.0 

0.00 309,157.◄; 
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152,41 
15242 
15243 
15244 
152,45 
15248 
15247 
152411 
15248 
15250 
15251 
15253 
15254 
15255 
15258 
15258 
15259 
15260 
15281 
1!1282 
1!1283 
1fi284 
15285 
1!1287 
15288 
1!1289 
15271 
15273 
15274 
1!1275 
15278 
15277 
152711 
15278 
15280 
15282 
15283 
15285 

15241 • Sel1mlo Upgrade of the Auto & Utlllly Shop al L.V. 
15242 - ln1lalllng SB Emergency Pwr Gen Syatem al Diemer, Weymoul 
1!1243 ·Rec.or Diemer Chem. FHd sy,. 
15244 - ln1ul1llon Joint Monitor Station on MWD Plpelln• 
15245 • Selamlo Mod. to Chemlc■l 8lorage Tank■ at JenHn 
15248 -All American Canal Lining Project EIR Planing 
15247 • HO. Fae. Devep. Actlvlllea 
152411- Remote Miter 8ye. ln1t1llallon 
15248 • Eleclrlc■I Conduct replacement •I JenHn 
15250 • Minor Capllel Project■ FY 84-85 
15251 • Newhall Tunnel 8lHI liner Repair 
15253 • Drainage Water Quallly/Lllke Malh■wa Water■hed 
15254 • Weymouth FlltraUon Plant Sludge Handllng and Dewalerlng F■o 
15255 • F-■1lblllly Study for Proce11lng Siuda• at Jen■•n 
152511 • Slope Repair at 81n Joaquin Re1vr 
152118 • 34.5 Kv Circuit Breaker■ 
16259 • Straleglo O & M Management Syalem Oper1llon1 
15280 • Ellw■nd■ Cavll■llon Te1llng F■clllty 
15281 - Diemer FIil PN, Upgrade Floccul■tor Drlv11 
15282 • Relocation of Dita Canter To San DlmH 
1 !1283 - Skinner & MIiia, Communication, Equipment 
15284 • Mechanical Repair■ lo Carlton Horlzonlal Boring MIiii 
15285 • Procurem1nt of AM ICP M1118pectrometer 
15287 • Acqulaltlon of Property for Iron Min Rip/Rap, Eagle Min Borrow 
152811 • Record Drawing Rt1lor■llon Program, Ph••• One 
1 !1289 - Upgrade of Oom11llc Water Pumping Syatem at Diemer FIil Pit 
1 !1271 • Rep1lr/Relrolll 28 Manhole RIHra on Santa Monloa Fdr 
15273 • Minor Capital Pr0Ject1, FY 1895-88 
15274 - Skinner FIil Pit, Replace floccul,tora In Modul11 1 ■nd 2 
1 !127!1 • Cryplo1porldlum Action Plan 
15278 - lmprovem1nl1 to Like Perri• Pumpb■ck Facility 
15277 • Lake Math1wa Outlal Facllllle1 Replacement/Repair All1mallvn 
152711 • La Verne Facility M•l•rl•I• Te■llng Laboratory Renovallon 
1 !1278 • CRA Lakevl- Siphon, Repair Det11lo111t1d Joint• In Flral Barrel 
15280. Diemer, F■cllNln Location Study & O■ot,chnlcal & Envlronman 
15282 - Joint u .. AgrNm1nl with SCE, Upgrade De1ert Communlcallo 
15283 • Jenl8n FIii Pit, 8111 lmp1ov1m1nl1 
152115 • Second Lower Fdr al Dominguez Channel 

(FIie) 

--- ----------·-·----

.,dule I 

488,777.12 8 0.00 0.00 
850,528.82 3 0.00 0.00 
818,784.88 3 0.00 0.00 
452,308.85 8 0.00 0.00 
171.022.13 3 0.00 0.00 
28,877.87 1 28,877.87 0.00 

8,838,444.25 1 0.00 0.00 
3,887,2118.72 8 0.00 0.00 

333,148.44 3 0.00 0.00 
1,012,575.45 1 0.00 0.00 
5,080,0-45.88 8 0.00 0.00 
1,277,184.03 2 0.00 1,277,184.03 

274,805.78 3 0.00 0.00 
74,1183.34 3 0.00 0.00 

481,7118.07 8 0.00 0.00 
208,5118.38 7 0.00 0.00 
!104,5.C0.81 8 0.00 0.00 
588.448.57 3.8 0.00 0.00 

95,814.04 3 0.00 0.00 
3111,804.!18 7 0.00 0.00 

18,888.44 1 0.00 0.00 
. 335,898.83 8 0.00 0.00 

271,821.71 2,3,8 0.00 80,518.83 
277,191.98 8 0.00 0.00 

11211,718.88 8 0.00 0.00 
302,213.87 3 0.00 0.00 
765,037.21 8 0.00 0.00 
793,505.15 7 0.00 0.00 
118,805.78 3 0.00 0.00 
54!1,838.38 3 0.00 0.00 
158.0114.118 8 0.00 0.00 
1134.1188.22 2,8 0.00 417,444.11 

88,131.02 8 0.00 0.00 
383,182.41 8 0.00 0.00 
108,308.00 3 0.00 0.00 

37,1157.10 7 0.00 0.00 
18,488,378.00 3 0.00 0.00 

783
1
888,22 8 o.oo 0.00 

1,584,455,712.85 11,084,181.83 884,071,185.118 
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0.00 0.00 0.00 
850,528.112 0.00 0.00 
8111,7114.88 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
171,022.13 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

333,U8.44 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

274,805.78 0.00 0.00 
74,11113.34 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

294,224.29 0.00 0.00 
95,814.04 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

80,518.83 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

302,213.87 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

118,805.78 0.00 0.00 
545,838.38 0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 383,182.41 

109,309.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

18,481.378.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 

571,788,909.15 13,830,380.28 

-4811,777.12 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

452,308.85 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 8,838,444.25 

3,887,288.72 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 1,012,575.45 

5,0!I0,04!UII 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

481,788.07 0.00 
0.00 208,588.38 

504,5.C0.91 0.00 
294,224.29 0.00 

0.00 0.00 
0.00 318,804.58 
0.00 18,1189.'14 

335,898.83 0.00 
80,518.83 1).00 

277,191.98 0.00 
11211,718.88 0.00 

0.00 0.00 
755,037.21 0.00 

0.00 793,SOS.1!1 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 

158,084.811 0.00 
-417,444.11 0.00 
88,131.02 0.00 

0.00 b.oo
0.00 0.00 
0.00 37,857.10 
0.00 0.00 

783,8811,22 1 0,00 
2se,2s5,495.24 1 25,84s,2fa.e9 

en 

� 
n :::r 

r,; 
r..: e. 
C,: CD 

(X 
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Schedule J 

Allocation of Interest 

fy 1995-96 fy 1996-97 

Fund Interest 47,280,000 
Water Revenue 40,874 

Water Standby 907,432 
Water Transfer 607,228 
O&M 2,995,922 
Rev Bond l&P 2,003,001 
Revenue Reserve 1,236,142 
Revenue Remainder 13,438,070 
General 3,786,640 

PAYGO 7,096,550 
WRSF 12,953,130 
Treatment Surcharge 331;}.97 0.67% 315,754 Treatment 
Special Tax 7,760 
SWP 2,708,367 
1931 Bond l&P 7,042 
1966 GO l&P 1,395,611 
Commercial Paper 92,326 
Unrestricted interest 49,607,392 46,964,246 All other 

Page 1 
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System Peak Factors 

System Average Peak 

Deliveries Delive�- Delivery 
(acre-feet) (acre--feet) (acre-feet) 

1985 2,000,078 5,480 8,807 
1986 2,027,367 5,554 8,452 
1987 1,989,605 5,451 7,573 
1988 2,078,370 5,679 8,331 
1989 2,381,113 6,524 8,781 
1990 2,629,183 7,203 9,825 

1991 1,846,666 5,101 7,972 

1992 1,938,672 5,311 7,589 

1993 1,835,621 5,029 7,413 

1994 2,123,246 5,817 9,872 

1995 1,467,545 4,021 6,467 

Page 1 

Peaking 
Factor 

1.61 
1 .52 

1.39 

1.47 

1.35 
1.36 
1.56 
1.43 
1.47 
1.70 
1.61 

42238 

Schedule K 
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